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Satcon

Utility Ready Solar

The Most Widely Used Utility Scale Solar Inverters On the Market Today
Hundreds of Millions of Grid Connected kWh Delivered
• Proven in the World’s Largest
•

1 Megawatt PowerGate® Plus

Call 888-728-2664
or visit
www.satcon.com
to learn more

Solar Installations
Simplified Grid Interconnection

• Unparalleled Efficiency &
•

Performance
Remote Command & Control

For over 24 years Satcon has set the standard for large scale advanced power
electronics. Our utility ready solutions have delivered more kWh to the grid
than any large scale solar PV solution on the market today, with over 160
megawatts of our PowerGate® 500 kW units installed in the field since 2006.
Successful large scale solar PV requires grid proven technologies. Contact
your local Satcon consultant today and develop the most profitable large
scale power plants in the world.

©2009 Satcon Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. Satcon is a
registered trademark of Satcon Technology Corporation.

Get great performance and superb
aesthetics with REC’s new black-framed
PV modules.
Environmental responsibility, trusted
quality, pleasing new look
REC now delivers its high performance AE-Series PV modules
with anodized black frames that blend beautifully on virtually
any roof. This makes AE-Series modules the perfect choice for
building attractive solar systems that provide reliable power
output and long term value.
Ownership of the entire manufacturing process uniquely
positions REC to deliver rigorous quality assurance and high
environmental standards from start to ﬁnish. And when you
purchase REC modules in North America you get the added
value of AEE Solar’s industry-leading technical support and
dealer training.

EASY TO INSTALL

US PRODUCED
SILICON

ROBUST AND
DURABLE DESIGN

OPTIMIZED ALSO FOR
CLOUDY WEATHER

Please visit our website: www.recgroup.com/usa

Distributed in North America exclusively by:
www.aeesolar.com/rec
sales @aeesolar.com
800-777-6609

Plug into Solar Power

SM

Become a
groSolar dealer

and join America’s premier solar network.
Deliver your customers the world class service, premium products, industry intelligence and engineering
expertise of groSolar. Position your business for success by becoming a groSolar dealer and tapping into
the Nation’s premier solar power company. Along with our partners we’ve been pioneering solar for almost
30 years. Get so much more than quality products. Empower your customers to enjoy the financial benefits
of solar power and become a dealer of the Nation’s leading solar power solutions.
We’ve learned a few things along the way:
• The most warehouses in North America equals better service
• The value of industry-leading training programs
• Our exclusive PanelClaw flat roof mounting system
• Quick access to more products with less shipping
• Engineering and installation support that makes it easy

About groSolar
groSolar is North America’s premier distributor, installer and integrator of solar
energy solutions for residential and commercial installations. Founded in 1998,
groSolar is the largest 100 percent U.S.-owned distribution company in the solar
industry. The company has offices and warehouses across the US, distributing
solar electric and solar hot water systems from offices in VT, NJ, NY, CT, MA,
MD, DE, PA, CO, MT, and CA.

866.GRO.SOLAR
groSolar.com/hot

SMA_WHEEL_SPIBUG_AUS093011

www.SMA-America.com

What would a solar power system be
without SMA inverters?
Would it make sense to leave out the most important component of your solar system? Of course not.
The solar inverter is the heart of every solar power system and its performance is essential to your
return-on-investment. SMA is the world‘s largest manufacturer of solar inverters and builds the most
technologically advanced inverters available. When you consider the industry-leading efficiency,
the variety of sizes, the versatility of grid-tied or off-grid use, and compatibility with all types of solar
modules, SMA is your only logical choice.
SMA Inverters: Ask for them by name.

Visit us at
Solar Power International
BooTh #1421
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North America’s largest solar business-to-business
conference and expo, SolarPower International (SPI)
2009, runs October 27–29 in Anaheim, California.
Manufacturers build their calendars around SPI,
targeting new products for release at the event. Think
there is nothing new under the sun? Think again.

Commissioning may seem like an unnecessarily
time-consuming and complex exercise, but it is a
critical part of a well-installed system. Here we define
in detail what is involved in a thorough commissioning
process: who does it and what documentation, tasks
and tools are required.

By David Brearley and Joe Schwartz
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The introduction of decentralized inverter or MPPT
equipment has set the industry abuzz in recent
months. The microinverter is the first technology in
this product class to make significant inroads into
the US PV market. We present a survey of the current
landscape for micros.
By Ron Burden and Joe Schwartz

SC500USHIPNOWSPIBUG-AUS092720

www.SMA-America.com

The biggest name in solar inverters just got bigger.
Meet the new Sunny Central 500U.
Today’s solar power plants are getting larger and customer demands are getting tougher. Choosing
the new Sunny Central 500U means you’re backed by over 25 years of industry experience.
Combine that with world-class German engineering and stand behind your work with conﬁdence.
The new Sunny Central 500U features industry-leading technology with powerful options such
as smart combiner boxes and Modbus® capability. Your customers expect the best. Rely on SMA
to help you deliver.
The Sunny Central 500U. Ask for it by name.
Call 888 476 2872

Visit us at
Solar Power International
BOOTH #1421
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AEE Solar is the exclusive North American wholesale distributor of solar modules
from Norway-based REC, the world's most integrated solar energy company.

FROM KILOWATTS TO MEGAWATTS...

HUGE SALE on REC AE-US Solar Modules
We will beat any veriﬁable, written offer on
modules of comparable size and quality.
To get a quote for your
residential or commercial
project, call 866-717-6527.
If you are already an AEE Solar dealer,
have your dealer number ready.
If you are not yet an AEE Solar dealer
but you are a licensed contractor,
solar dealer or PV installer, ask for
the "REC module sale".
AEE Solar sells only to licensed solar
installers and resellers. If you are
interested in top-quality REC solar
panels for your home or business,
please contact us for a dealer near you.

2nd Generation
REC AE-US PV module
■
■

REC modules are Buy
American Act compliant.

To make room for the new blackframed AE-US modules coming from
REC in Q4 2009, we are offering
unprecedented prices on the 2nd
generation silver-framed AE-US
modules – exactly the same
except the color of the frames.

■

■

■

■

■

New junction box design
Uses 100% American produced,
high-grade polysilicon
Manufactured in Scandinavia to
exacting standards
Acid-etched cells for higher energy
yield; optimized for low light conditions
10-year 90%, 25-year 80% power
output warranty
63 months materials &
workmanship warranty
Available in sizes from 210 to 225 watts

These prices are the best in the industry, regardless of the size of your installation.
The bigger your project, the lower your price. Don't miss this opportunity!

The Only Wholesale Distributor You’ll Ever Need www.aeesolar.com
800-777-6609
8:30 to 5:00 Pacific Time
Monday-Friday

707-923-2277
707-923-3009 fax
sales@aeesolar.com

1155 Redway Drive
PO Box 339
Redway, CA 95560

Contributors

Experience + Expertise

Ron Burden has been working in the renewable energy industry
since 2003 as a PV system designer, installer and foreman of
residential and large scale commercial projects. He is a graduate
of the Energy Management Program at Lane Community College
in Eugene, Oregon, and a NABCEP Certified Solar PV Installer.
He holds a Limited Renewable Energy Technician license in
Oregon. He specializes in inverter topology and electrical code
compliance. Ron is a lead PV system design analyst with the
Cadmus Group in Portland, Oregon.
Brian Crise is the lead instructor for the NECA-IBEW Electrical Training Center in Portland, Oregon. He has an Oregon
supervisor license, an Oregon electrical inspector certification and is a NABCEP Certified Solar PV Installer. Brian has
taught PV classes both locally and nationally for electricians,
inspectors and trainers. He is a member of the NFPA and the
Code Making Panel that has had purview over NEC Article
690 since 2002.

Blake Gleason manages the engineering department at Sun
Light & Power, a 33-year-old solar design/build firm where
he previously was a foreman and personally built more than
100 residential and commercial PV systems. He possesses a
master’s degree in mechanical engineering, a California professional engineer license and a California C-10 electrical license.
He is a LEED accredited professional, a NABCEP Certified
Solar PV Installer and a California certified journeyman electrician. He bikes to work in Berkeley, California.

Boaz Soifer worked with Positive Energy, Dankoff Solar Products and Local Energy before cofounding Cedar Mountain Solar
(CMS) in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with Bristol Stickney in 2004.
Under his direction, CMS, a national leader in solar heating contracting, has won many accolades including Small Business of
the Year, a New Mexico Business Weekly “Fast-Tracker” award
and a System Showcase award from the RPA. Boaz also serves
as CEO of SolarLogic and VP of the NM Renewable Energy
Industry Association.

Bristol Stickney is a well known authority in solar heating,
with over 30 years in the industry. He worked with the NM Solar
Energy Association for more than 17 years; he has also worked
with Zomeworks, Coyne Solar Manufacturing and E-Source.
A specialist in elegant controls to automate complex systems,
Bristol holds a patent on a control system, SETH, that
substantially reduces electrical demand. He cofounded CMS,
SolarLogic and the CMS solar thermal training center with
Boaz Soifer.

SmartRE

The revolutionary Smart Renewable Energy solution from OutBack Power, bringing you simplified
grid-tie solar with back-up power for residential and small commercial applications.
Designed with an emphasis on ease of installation, the SmartRE solution installs and operates
similarly to a regular grid-tie solar inverter but with the unique additional benefit of providing
UPS quality battery back-up during utility outages. An integrated ultra-fast AC transfer switch
guarantees that even sensitive back-up loads, like computers, never know when a utility outage
occurs. Matching outdoor/rainproof power electronics and battery enclosures constructed of
aluminum make the SmartRE a versatile product that can be installed both indoors or outdoors.
Available in power levels up to 6kW and capable of providing as much as 69 kWh of back-up
power during outages, there is a SmartRE solution for your application.

FLEXpower ONE

The new pre-wired FLEXpower ONE system includes all the essential protective devices in the
smallest possible space at the lowest installed cost.
Utilizing the compact design of the FLEXware 250 enclosure, the fully pre-wired FLEXpower
ONE system is designed for a quick and easy installation, saving both time and money. Using
the new FLEXware 250 mounting plate the FLEXpower ONE system includes a single inverter,
two FLEXware 250 enclosures, a single FLEXmax charge controller, a MATE, and a HUB4 in a
small footprint. The FLEXpower ONE system also includes the inverter and PV array breakers, PV
ground fault protection, an Input-Output-Bypass breaker assembly and either a US type GFCI
(Type B) or a EU (Type F) AC outlet with one AC load breaker. The included hanging bracket
makes the FLEXpower One easy to install and hides all of the mounting hardware for a cleaner,
more professional installation.
The OutBack Power FLEXpower ONE system is the only choice when you need a fully integrated,
true-sinewave, reliable power system that saves both time and money while still looking great.

GTFX & GVFX LA Series

The new OutBack LA Series true sinewave grid interactive inverter/charger is designed for use in
60 Hz countries outside of the US and Canada that have utility grids with nominal AC voltages
higher or lower than 120VAC.
The LA series has been developed for areas that frequently experience high or low voltage
conditions such as surges, spikes or brownouts, the LA Series grid reconnect timers have also been
shortened to improve system performance. Incorporating a DC to AC sinewave inverter, battery
charger and AC transfer the GTFX and GVFX LA Series Inverter/Chargers give you the ability to sell
solar, wind or hydro power back to the utility grid while providing back-up power in the event of
a utility outage. Our built in transfer switch automatically disconnects your loads from the utility
grid and powers them from the inverter in the event of an outage, allowing you to continue using
your solar and battery back-up power, unlike traditional battery-less grid-tie systems.
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NEED TRAINING?

DC POWER SYSTEMS

trains more installers than any other solar distributor nationwide.
VISIT US AT SOLAR POWER: BOOTH 801!

DC Power Systems is a full service distributor of renewable energy solutions. Working with our national network of
qualified dealers and installers, we design and supply solar electric and wind power systems for business, residential and
government applications. We offer training programs for renewable energy dealers and contractors with support from
our manufacturing partners. The training sessions include seminars at supplier facilities, at our headquarters in Northern
California, and at various locations across the country.

WWW.DCPOWER-SYSTEMS.COM/TRAINING I 800-967-6917

Q&A

Technical Questions & Answers

Changes to the PTC Module Ratings

P

175 watts under a 1,000 W/m2 artificial
light flash test at 25°C cell temperature in a lab or at the end of an
assembly line.
PTC ratings are based on conditions that are closer to typical
outdoor operating environments,
so they are more realistic than
nameplate ratings. The PTC rating of
a module is a calculated value, however, not a directly measured value.
Certain module parameters are measured under specified conditions, and
then those parameters are used to
calculate the expected performance

hotovoltaic module PVUSA (photovoltaic utility scale application) test
condition ratings officially changed on July
1, 2009. These ratings determine incentive
dollar amounts in many state programs.
Why did PVUSA test condition (PTC)
ratings recently change, and how are the
values determined?

M

odules are typically identified by
their standard test conditions
(STC) or nameplate rating. For example, a Sharp NT-175U1 module is rated
to 175 W under STC, which means
that this module will typically produce

of the module under different conditions. The PTC rating is the result.
Specifically, the nominal operating
cell temperature (NOCT) is measured
in the nominal terrestrial environment,
which is described in ASTM E103696, Annex A1 technical standard, and
is basically 800 W/m2, 20°C ambient
temperature and 1 m/s wind speed. The
NOCT is used to calculate the expected
module cell temperature under PTC,
and then the temperature coefficient of
power (measured separately) is used to
determine the PTC power rating.
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 1 6

Percentage Change of Module PTC W Values
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Figure 1 The chart illustrates the percentage change of
PTC wattage values for PV modules that were relisted with
the California Energy Commission (CEC). A third party
tested the included PV modules according to the IEC 61215
standard. Of the 475 PV modules relisted, 51 experienced
no change, 116 improved and 308 worsened. In other words,
the minority were appropriately rated, some modules were
conservatively rated and the majority were overrated.
14
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The US’s proclivity toward capacity based or dollar/watt
incentives largely motivated the revised CEC listings. Global
industry factors were at play in the US solar market; however,
perhaps the most important factor was the lack of standardized
performance testing. Self-certification was the norm for inverters
until 2005 and for PV modules until July 1, 2009. Thanks to the
CEC’s stance on performance testing, contractors and owners
can be increasingly confident in their solar system investment.

OUR
WORLD
IS FULL OF

ENERGY
10

years of

Conergy

Nearly 1 in every 10 of the world’s solar energy systems has been supplied, installed and/or developed
by Conergy. In more than 15 countries on 4 continents, Conergy is driving innovation and market
creation for solar energy. We are passionate about providing solar energy – a sustainable solution to
meet the world’s burgeoning power needs.
Conergy provides end-to-end solutions for commercial enterprises, utilities, government, and
agriculture clients with reliable, cost effective solar electric systems and serves a national network
of installers, developers and dealers with solutions for residential and small commercial markets.
Our dedicated team of experienced professionals, relentless customer focus, innovative financing,
and products ensure that projects backed by Conergy meet – and exceed – your expectations.
Discover Solar Energy:
www.conergy.us | info@conergy.us | (888) 396-6611
Visit us at Solar Power International, Oct 27-29, Anaheim, CA, Booth #511

Q&A
The PTC operating cell temperature is determined from the NOCT as
follows:
Tcell, PTC = 20 + 1.389 x
(NOCT – 20) x (0.9 – η)

The quantity (0.9 – η ) represents
the fraction of the sun’s energy hitting
the module that is converted into heat.
It is assumed that 10% of the incoming
energy is reflected, which leaves 90%
(0.9). Some of the energy is converted
into electricity—that’s the whole point
of PV. The fraction converted into
electricity is the module efficiency, η.
The efficiency of a module can easily
be calculated from STC values. The
following efficiency equation calculates
the fraction of the sunlight hitting
the module that is converted to electrical power:

η = PSTC ÷ 1,000 W/m2 ÷ area

Once the PTC cell temperature is
determined, the PTC power rating can
be calculated by derating the STC power.
Use the temperature coefficient of power
(CT) with the following equation:
PPTC = PSTC x [1 + CT x (Tcell, PTC − 25°C)]

This is the PTC power value reported
by the California Energy Commission
(CEC) on the Go Solar California Web
site (http://www.gosolarcalifornia.org/
equipment/pvmodule.html) and is used
for many incentive calculations in various states.
Until July 1, 2009, the CEC calculated and published PTC values based
on test data supplied by the module
manufacturers. That is, the NOCT and
temperature coefficient of power
were measured, estimated or

extrapolated by manufacturers using
their own methods.
As of July 1, 2009, the CEC lists PTC
values calculated from data supplied by
third-party testing laboratories only—
it no longer accepts manufacturersupplied data. The testing labs are well
equipped to carefully reproduce the
intended, identical test conditions and
should be impartial when reporting
results. Comparing the old PTC module
ratings (derived from manufacturersupplied data) to the new PTC module
ratings (derived from independent
testing lab data), it appears that many
module manufacturers may have been
optimistic (see Figure 1 , p. 14). The
current third-party testing requirement
helps ensure that capacity based incentives more accurately reflect operating
conditions in the field.
—Blake Gleason / Sun Light & Power /
Berkeley, CA / sunlightandpower.com

Celebrating 15 Years of Service

15
years

Solar powerful!

fast, easy PV mounting that lasts
Combining photovoltaic arrays with standing seam
metal roofing is made fast and easy with the S-5-PV Kit.
Crystalline PV modules mounted with the S-5-PV Kit
produces a reliable 30-year alternative power source. The
patented design of the attachment clamp and attendant
round-point setscrew enables an entire installation without a
single penetration of the roof’s surface! If you want it strong
without sacrificing your roof, this is the right way!

A revolutionary
new solution
to attach solar
PV panels to
standing seam
metal roofs!

For information call 800-284-1412 or visit www.lmcurbs.com
Visit S-5!™ at www.S-5.com or call us at 888-825-3432
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I

first used Trojan batteries as an end user and stayed with them
when I started my own solar business. I install Trojan batteries
because they are durable and easy to maintain.
~ David Verner, Adirondack Solar

New T105-RE Provides Longer Life
As part of Trojan Battery’s RE Series, the NEW T105-RE battery has been optimized to deliver
superior performance in renewable energy (RE) applications such as solar/photovoltaic, small
wind and micro hydro.
Trojan Battery is the most trusted name in deep cycle technology and our T105-RE delivers:
• Even longer life
• Superior charge performance
• 5 year limited warranty: Best-in-class for Renewable Energy applications
Lab tested for reliability and performance, the T105-RE simply outperforms the rest.
Experience the difference with the new T105-RE battery.
Trojan batteries are available through Trojan’s Worldwide Master Distributor Network and
Renewable Energy Wholesalers. For the nearest partners, call 800-423-6569 or visit us at
www.trojanbattery.com/RE

Receive your FREE Technical Brief on Deep Cycle Technology:
visit our website at www.trojanbattery.com/RE008.

Join us at Solar Power International 2009:

Anaheim Convention Center, CA • October, 27–29, 2009

Q&A
Compliance with Article 690.31(A) of the
2008 NEC

W

henever I give lectures or answer
questions about the National
Electrical Code, I have a saying in the
back of my mind: “There are many ways
to interpret the Code—your way, my way,
the engineer’s way and the inspector’s
way.” It would be nice to add the “correct
way” to that saying. The correct way
to interpret the Code, I think, is to fully
understand its intent.
When that sentence from Article
690.31(A) is distilled down to its parts, it
becomes clear that it is concerned about
dc power conductors in a readily accessible location being accessed or damaged by people or animals and causing
a hazard. The main purpose of the NEC
is the practical safeguarding of persons
and property from electrical hazards.
One of the ways the Code accomplishes
this is by making electrical circuits not
readily accessible.
The NEC definition of readily accessible reads: “Capable of being reached
quickly for operation, renewal, or inspec18

and associated wiring into
a complete package that
makes the conductors not
readily accessible.
People often argue that
technology changes happen
so fast, the Code can only
react to the changes. This
might be an example of the
Code pushing new technology to conform to the rules.
Similarly, there is a proposal
for the 2011 NEC that could
require dc arc-fault circuit
interrupter protection on PV
systems. This is new technology that might not be fully
tested and listed, but could
Readily accessible? To comply with the new
be required on installations
requirements in Article 690.31(A), you could raise
in the near future.
the height of a pole-mounted array; for groundUntil more products are
mounted arrays, you must use fencing or other
introduced to the market that
means to obstruct access to any exposed wiring.
conform to the last sentence
in Article 690.31(A), the
installer has several choices to build a
tions without requiring those to whom
Code compliant installation:
ready access is requisite to climb over or
remove obstacles or to resort to portable
• Find a module that allows a
ladders, and so forth.” Inspectors typically
raceway system to enclose the
allow many options for making someconductors;
thing not readily accessible. One way is
• Raise the array out of arm’s reach;
to place a physical barrier between the
• Install a barricade around the array;
person and the object, such as a locked
• Install a barricade around the
door, a panel cover requiring a tool to
conductors; or
open, a fence, or some other barrier
• Make the conductors in question
requiring a tool to remove. Another way
not readily accessible.
is to elevate the object out of arm’s reach;
most inspectors will say that is about 8
That last option might require
feet for a person of average height.
installers to communicate with their
If dc power conductors are not readlocal AHJ to discuss acceptable soluily accessible, then they do not need to
tions. After all, the AHJ will be inspectbe enclosed in a raceway. But I’m sure
ing the system for Code compliance, so
that making the conductors on the
communication early in the process can
back of a ground-mounted array not
alleviate headaches in the final stages
readily accessible has installers pullof the installation.
ing their hair out. Some manufacturers
are currently working on solutions that
—Brian Crise / NECA-IBEW Electrical
Training Center / Portland, OR / nietc.org
integrate the module, the support rack
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C ou r te sy m e r idia n sola r.c om

I

n the 2008 Code cycle, Article 690.31(A)
concludes: “Where photovoltaic source
and output circuits operating at maximum
system voltages greater than 30 volts are
installed in readily accessible locations, circuit
conductors shall be installed in a raceway.”
The NEC Handbook elaborates: “Most PV
modules do not have provisions for attaching raceways. These circuits may have to be
made ‘not readily accessible’ by the use of
physical barriers such as wire screening.”
Most integrators do not install modules
with conduit ready junction boxes because
these modules are limited in availability and
tend to have low power characteristics.
Raceway products designed to integrate
with PV modules are not readily available.
What was the intent behind 690.31(A)?
Considering the substantial gap between the
Code and the available equipment, how can
installers comply with this new language?

Think
inside the
smaller box

Shown with inverter (sold separately) and optional remote, DC breakers, and backplate.

The NEW Mini Magnum Panel (MMP)
The new MMP is an inclusive, easy-to-install panel designed to
work with one Magnum MS-AE, MS, RD or other non-Magnum
inverter/charger.

Features:

Includes:

 Small footprint: only 12.5”
wide x 18” tall x 8” deep

 One DC breaker – 175A or 250A
 One AC bypass breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

 Money-saving design:
not only is the MMP less
expensive, but it is pre-wired
for fast installation, saving
labor costs

 500A/50mv DC shunt

 Easy access: front-mounted
breakers and remote (optional)

 DC buss bars for battery
positive and negative

 Choices: can be wired for 120
VAC or 120/240 VAC output

 Din rail for optional DC mini
breakers – will hold up to
six breakers

 Inclusive: works with nonMagnum inverter/chargers
(stand-alone parts included)
 Listed: ETL listed to UL1741
and CSA C22.2 107-01

Now Shipping

 One AC input breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

To learn more about
this new product visit
www.magnumenergy.com

The Powerful Difference

the

Wire

Industry Currents

DOE Hosts Fourth
Solar Decathlon

US Treasury
Cash
Payments
Can Replace
30% ITC

K a ye E va n s-L u tte rodt / sola rde c a th lon .or g

[Washington, DC] The

Twenty collegiate teams from the US, Canada, Germany and Spain
are competing in the US Department of Energy’s fourth Solar Decathlon. Challenged to
design, build and operate the most livable and energy efficient solar powered home, the
teams have spent more than a year in the design and build phase. Their entries are to
be transported to Washington, DC, in early October when a solar village will rise on the
National Mall. Solar Decathlon entries are judged in a total of 10 subjective and objective
contests. For example, judges from the American Institute of Architecture evaluate lighting design and architectural aesthetics, while appliance efficiency and home comfort
are measured and monitored by staff from the National Renewable Energy Laboratories.
Past competitions required the solar powered homes to stand-alone, using battery storage and off-grid inverters. This year’s competition is net-metered, which will reduce the
cost and complexity of the 800-square-foot structures. Final competition results will be
announced on October 16. Other than October 14, when they will be closed for testing,
Solar Decathlon homes will be open to the public October 9–18.

[Washington, DC]

Solar Decathlon / US Department of Energy / solardecathlon.org
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Department of the Treasury
and the Department of Energy
announced on July 9, 2009
that approximately $3 billion
in Recovery Act funds will
support renewable energy
project development, including solar power projects.
Application guidance for
businesses is available online.
Previously, businesses used
a 30% federal tax credit to
assist solar project financing,
but the rate of new projects
has fallen as financing has
become harder to obtain.
Under the new program,
applicants agree to forgo
future tax credits in favor of
an immediate reimbursement.
Applications for the Treasury
program are being accepted
now. Solar-related guidance
for the program is available
to SEIA members at seia.org.
Department of Treasury /
202.622.2000 /
treas.gov/recovery/1603.shtml

Draker Releases Sentalis 800
Monitoring System

BP Solar Launches
230 Wp Endura
Module in US

[Burlington, VT] Built around a rugged, reliable and accurate Campbell

[San Francisco, CA]

Scientific CR 800 measurement and control system, the Sentalis 800
from Draker Laboratories provides a simple, cost effective monitoring
solution for PV and
wind turbine systems. Draker reports
that the Sentalis
800 will dramatically
reduce monitoring costs for small
to medium sized
systems. A single
production meter,
for example, provides performance
monitoring for
systems up to 250 kW. All packages are delivered with prewired sensors.
The Sentalis 800 will continue to collect data during temporary power
outages, and its internal memory stores weeks of data to buffer against
any location-specific communication downtime.

BP Solar USA has introduced a low voltage, high current polycrystalline module line to the North American
PV marketplace. The 60-cell BP 3230N is
rated at 7.9 Imp at 29.2 Vmp. Power tolerance is +3%/−3%. The module’s tubular frame
exceeds the extended IEC 61215 load test
(5,400 Pa) in standard offset and end mount
(short side) installations, and it includes a
grooved channel that
holds M8 bolts captive
when backside mounting
systems are employed.
The potted junction box
includes six embedded
Schottky bypass diodes for
improved heat management and performance in
partial shade conditions.

Draker Laboratories / 866.486.2717 / drakerlabs.com

AURORA

®

Photovoltaic Inverters

The Installer-friendly
solution to all your
solar requirements!

▲

Laptop-free configuration via front-panel mounted buttons.

▲

Two independent MPPT channels.

▲

True sine-wave outputs feature self-selecting voltage capabilities.

▲

Integrated RS485 port allows PC-based monitoring of up to 31 inverters.

▲

PVI-6000

BP Solar USA / 866.277.6527 /
bpsolar.us

UL 1741/IEEE 1547 certified.

PVI-3.0/3.6/4.2

1-800-678-9445 or (+1) 805-987-8741 (OUTSIDE U.S.)
EMAIL: aesales-us@power-one.com

www.power-one.com
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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OutBack Power Simplifies
Grid-Tied Battery Backup
Grid-tied
battery backup solutions are
more costly to provide and
complex to design and install
than grid-direct systems. OutBack Power SmartRE products simplify the process, providing an aesthetic, turnkey
solution with an integrated
energy storage enclosure. Just
add solar and batteries to the
SmartRE solution and locate
standby loads in a dedicated
subpanel. Standard 120/240 V
configurations provide 2,500,
3,000, 5,000 or 6,000 W of
inverter capacity for uninterrupted power. Battery
enclosures are configurable to
support 4 to 15 kWh of energy
storage in maintenancefree AGM or gel batteries.
SmartRE products are available through OutBack Power’s
distribution partners.

[Arlington, WA]

precigeo

Offers Solar Site

Analytics

[San Rafael, CA] Founded in 2002, precigeo provides outdoor

roof and property measurements by analyzing aerial imagery
and converting the information into usable business data. Its
latest product, precigeoSolar, requires only a building address
to provide scaled roof measurements and schematics, roof
slope tables, Google Earth overlays, shade analyses and
detailed insolation resources, including color-coded maps or
numerical reports. Deliverables vary depending upon the service package purchased; for example, the basic report package provides roof plans as a JPEG file, whereas the premium
package provides a 3-D CAD compatible roof model. Sales
and marketing departments can customize proposals with
visually compelling precigeoSolar graphics, while design and
engineering departments can use other data to optimize array
layout. Perhaps most valuably, solar companies may be able
to use precigeoSolar reports to inform sales proposals prior to
first contact with potential clients. At press time, a partnership
between precigeo and Clean Power Finance is pending.

OutBack Power / 360.435.6030 /
outbackpower.com

precigeo / 888.577.3244 / precigeo.com

National Semiconductor
Optimizes PV
Performance
[Santa Clara, CA] National Semiconductor brings 50

years of power management circuitry expertise to the PV
industry with the release of its SolarMagic power optimizers. Designed to minimize shading, mismatch, dissimilar orientation and other losses, SolarMagic
is a per-module solution. Connected in series with each PV module in a string, power optimizers
find the MPP for every module, increasing power output and energy harvest. The benefits are most
noticeable in nonoptimal conditions. Strings requiring power optimizers may be paralleled with
unshaded strings into a common inverter; due to the varying string voltage levels, however, every
assisted string requires a dedicated SolarMagic blocking diode to protect against reverse current.
Compatible with any cell technology, SolarMagic power optimizers have a limited 20-year warranty
and are available in high or low voltage options, with either MC3 or MC4 connectors.
SolarMagic / 877.765.6244 / solarmagic.com
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You’ve come to expect a lot from Fronius.
What’s next?
It’s innovative and industry-leading as only
Fronius could bring you.
But you’ll have to wait until Solar Power 2009 to ﬁnd out more.
Visit the Fronius booth – booth #2300 – at Solar Power International 2009 in Anaheim, California for the unveiling of
several new products that will revolutionize the way you think about solar.
In the meantime, visit www.fronius-usa.com or call 810-220-4414 for more information on Fronius inverters, accessories,
and innovative system monitoring and datalogging solutions.

Almost Time
for Anaheim

By David Brearley and Joe Schwartz

Products, trends and technology to look for at the
2009 Solar Power International Conference

I

f you have not already done so, it is
time to make your reservations for
North America’s largest solar businessto-business conference and expo. Solar
Power International (SPI) 2009 runs October 27–29 in Anaheim, California. Manufacturers build their calendars around SPI,
targeting new products for release at the
event. Think there is nothing new under
the sun? Think again.

The sixth annual event was originally scheduled for San
Jose. After unprecedented growth in 2008, however, event
organizers—the Solar Electric Power Association (SEPA)
and the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA)—relocated SPI to the Anaheim Convention Center. The conference
is expected to attract in excess of 750 vendors and 25,000
attendees. Attendees can choose between more than 65
breakout sessions, featuring 200-plus expert speakers. Come
early and stay late; dozens of pre- and post-conference training workshops are offered on Monday, October 26 and Friday, October 30. The new venue is also more family friendly,
due to its proximity to Disneyland Park, which is hosting the
official SPI party on Tuesday, October 27.
Despite the rollercoaster market conditions, event organizers expect this to be the largest conference ever. Though
business is down in general in 2009, resist the temptation to
skip Anaheim. At the Intersolar North America conference
held in San Francisco earlier this year, few first-tier PV and
inverter manufacturers were in evidence. However, overall
attendance was up, with attendees lined up at the gates early
24
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each morning. Despite the tendency for some big-name players to stay away, the number of vendors actually increased
111% over the previous year. Just as the soft market we are
experiencing this year was forecast, so is a rebound in 2010.
Where and how this will happen, and what technologies and
business models will be favored, are all questions to answer
in Anaheim.
With that in mind, here are some highlights of interesting technologies and trends that you will want to investigate
for yourself.
MODULES
After years of consistent market growth and incremental
product improvement, evidence of a shakeup is everywhere.
More seats, smaller table. Ironic, is it not? Just when demand
contracts for the first time in some 35 years, there are more
manufacturers than ever trying to bring solar modules to
market. A quick survey of PV module vendors that attended
the Intersolar event revealed some 100 manufacturers—from
Advance Solar Photonics to Zytech—including 35 from China.
Expect to see even more manufacturers at SPI.
Buy America Act products. There is some confusion around
what programs receiving Recovery Act funds have Buy America Act provisions. Projects receiving a Treasury grant in
place of the 30% ITC do not. Other programs, like solar on
federal facilities, undoubtedly will. The good news is that
the North American PV market in particular is expected to
be a bright spot for the global solar industry. While BP Solar
announced in March that it is phasing out module assembly in Frederick, Maryland, the general trend runs counter.
Expect to hear more talk than usual from international PV
manufacturers about opening US manufacturing or assembly
facilities. In the meanwhile, the new SCHOTT Solar (us.schott.
com) facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is online, and its
SCHOTT POLY line of modules—210, c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 2 6

© National Semiconductor Corporation, June 2009. National Semiconductor is a registered trademark and SolarMagic is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation. All rights reserved.

Is your solar payback disappointing?
Optimize your system and maximize your return with SolarMagic power optimizers.
™

SolarMagic technology enables each solar panel to produce maximum energy regardless of whether other panels
are under-performing due to real-world conditions such as shade and architectural obstructions. This advanced
technology monitors and maximizes the energy harvest of each individual solar panel and reclaims more
than 50% of energy lost to real-world mismatch conditions.
Real-world residential conditions like shade from trees, chimneys,
and power lines, can significantly decrease solar power output.
Real-world commercial building conditions like shade, vents, and
air-conditioning units, can limit solar power output and ROI.
SolarMagic power optimizers can recover up to 57% of the
energy lost to real-world conditions.
To learn more and find an authorized dealer, visit www.solarmagic.com/payback

Solar for the real world. www.solarmagic.com

WINNER,
Innovation Award—
Photovoltaics
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217, 220 and 225 W—are listed and available now through
distribution channels. SolarWorld, another first-tier module
manufacturer with US based production, continues to ramp
up capacity output at its Hillsboro, Oregon, facility.
Direct sales to integrators. While aleo solar North America
has not yet announced plans for US module manufacturing,
the wholly owned subsidiary of aleo solar AG (aleo-solar.com)
has opened its US headquarters in Westminster, Colorado. The
German manufacturer of poly- and monocrystalline modules
has indicated that its plans for coming to market in the US
include direct sales to integrators. (Other companies are going
still further, promising direct sales to end users.) This buyer’s
market will not last forever—certainly not to this extent—so
consider building relationships at SPI with manufacturers like
aleo solar and others. Just be sure to do your homework and
choose your business partners wisely.
Out-of-the-box thinking. Perhaps no PV manufacturer
represents the spirit of innovation more than Solyndra
(solyndra.com). The CIGS panel manufacturer thought right
out of the flat plate PV box when it developed its cylindrical
module consisting of 150 series-connected CIGS cells. Each
Solyndra panel consists of 40 parallel-connected cylindrical
modules. Two positive and two negative leads are included
for making series and parallel connections in the field. In

Solyndra CIGS cylindrical panel

the right application—commercial, low pitch, white membrane roof—the benefits from the ease of installation to the
roof coverage and energy harvest are compelling. Because
it is not a flat plate module, it does not have a sail effect,
meaning that Solyndra panels mount on the roof via simple
feet that do not need to be attached or ballasted in place for
the system to achieve a 130 mph wind rating. More than one
industry veteran has written the product off as a crackpot
idea, but integrators familiar with the product respond that
it is just crazy enough that it might work. The US Department of Energy is a believer, having offered Solyndra a $535
million loan guarantee earlier this year.
26
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INVERTERS
Look for an unprecedented range of inverters on display in
Anaheim, with options ranging from 190 W to 1 MW.
Microinverters and ac modules. The smallest inverter generated perhaps the biggest buzz at SPI 2008. Much of the excitement surrounding Enphase Energy (enphaseenergy.com)
was not about its microinverter per se, but rather about the
Enlighten monitoring system. Using a powerline carrier to
transmit and receive data over ac wiring, the Enphase data
acquisition system provides unprecedented transparency into
PV system operation. Some have dismissed microinverters as a
mere fad, pointing out that micros have been in development
for over a decade and have never gained traction or meaningful
inverter market share. Nonetheless, the current generation of
product may succeed where previous offerings failed.
Today’s PV market is more mature, and microinverters
are successfully exploiting opportunities that few would
have imagined 5 years ago. At least two examples of this
trend will be on display in Anaheim. First, Akeena Solar
(akeena.com) has successfully integrated Enphase microinverters with its custom-framed, all-black modules that
Suntech manufacturers for the company. The result is the
integrated Andalay (andalaysolar.com) ac panel. Though
not a true ac module per NEC 690.2, it is nevertheless a
step in that direction. The Andalay system simplifies array
siting and system design; it offers a minimum parts count;
and it provides a low-profile installation. This system could
be particularly useful to contractors who are new to solar,
for new construction projects or for companies that are
streamlining their operations.
Similarly, the microinverter company Petra Solar
(petrasolar.com) has announced an alliance with Suntech
with the goal of developing an ac module. Unlike startup
GreenRay Solar (greenraysolar.com), which is developing an
ac module for the residential market, Petra Solar is successfully marketing its SunWave product to utilities. In July the
company announced that it had won a contract with New Jersey utility PSE&G to provide 200,000 utility-pole attachable
PV generation systems. If each SunWave solution consists of
a 200 W Suntech PV module and Petra Solar microinverter,
the entire contract is good for some 40 MW of installed solar
capacity. Like Enphase, Petra Solar offers more than just
module level inversion; it also provides granular monitoring
as well as command and control. Each microinverter from
Petra Solar, for example, is capable of dispatching 100% reactive power on demand into the power distribution network.
The company is marketing this as a tool to provide utilities
with greater ac system stability.
Large scale inverters. For a variety of reasons—including
changes to the solar investment tax credit, Recovery Act provisions and impending carbon tax legislation—the development of utility scale solutions, in many c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 2 8

blueplanet

a new inverter

• Integrated and lockable AC/DC disconnects
• Inverter separates easily
from switch housing
• Field selectable grid voltages (208/240)
• Field selectable positive or
negative grounding
• Programmable LCD display
• Plug and play monitoring
• Standard RS485 interface
• NEMA 3R enclosure
• Convection cooled; highest reliability

...from an old friend
Through direct interaction with installers and distributors across the country, KACO has
realized the most pressing needs of experienced professionals to create the new KACO
02xi inverter series. The 02xi inverter series is functional, sleek, and packed with features
that are exactly what you’ve been asking for.

(866) 522-6765 • www.kaco-newenergy.com
KACO offers solar training...call us today to find out more
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String inverters. The biggest string inverter release at SPI in
San Diego last year was the IG Plus product line from Fronius. This year, look for Kaco new energy to feature its new
02xi series of string inverters. Kaco is also participating in
plans to bring an optimized two-stage power management
and inversion solution to market.

DISTRIBUTED POWER MANAGEMENT
To a certain extent, the trend toward distributed power
management started with the release of the microinverter.
One of the main benefits that module level inversion provides is the ability to optimize performance at its most
granular level. This also requires locating an inverter on the
back of every module, which undoubtedly fills some installers with dread. Several companies are offering designers a
middle ground, two-stage solution: The first stage is module or string level MPPT; the second stage is inversion. The
result is distributed, granular performance optimization
and centralized inversion.
Module level MPPT. The poster child for module level maximum power point tracking is SolarMagic (solarmagic.com)
from National Semiconductor (national.com). National is
marketing its SolarMagic power optimizers, available now,
for retrofit and new PV applications where the effects of
shading or module mismatch are of concern. Since many
cell phones and laptops use National’s PowerWise circuitry
Satcon PowerGate Plus 1 MW inverter
products, perhaps SolarMagic power optimizers will soon
size for PV applications due to the unavoidable wire losses be built into PV modules. Its initial product, however, lacks
associated with six- to eight-acre arrays. The company also monitoring and datalogging capabilities and does not prooffers the Satcon Prism for utility class applications; the vide visibility into system performance. This limitation,
Prism integrates a pair of 500 kW inverters inside a weath- along with SolarMagic’s MSRP of $199, may provide an openerized container along with a medium voltage transformer ing for competing products.
Tigo Energy (tigoenergy.com), for example, is developand switchgear. Xantrex (xantrex.com) also released a line
of Solar Power Conversion Substations for large scale solar ing a similar product that it calls the Module Maximizer-ES.
Tigo maximizers provide not only per-module MPPT but also
farms in 2009.
Fronius USA ( fronius.com) and Kaco new energy module-level monitoring and control. Though the Module
(kaco-newenergy.com), which have historically not offered Maximizer-ES is suitable for retrofit applications and works
larger 3-phase inverter solutions in North America, made it with conventional inverters, Tigo is working with Kaco to
clear at Intersolar that they were working toward the release develop an inverter that is specifically designed to work
with its new product. This could result
of 100 kW inverters. The Kaco
in a more streamlined, less expensive
product appears to be on track
inverter, as MPPT circuits will no lonfor release at SPI.
ger be required. The Tigo product has an
Though SMA America (smaMSRP of $59.
america.com) did not particiBoth SolarEdge (solaredge.com) and
pate in Intersolar, the comXandex
Solar (xandexsolar.com) are also
pany hosted an invitation-only
bringing
module-level power optimizers
event in San Francisco the day
to the US market.
after the conference wrapped.
String level MPPT. The Satcon SolAttendees were treated to a
stice uses a utility-class approach to
sneak peak at the Sunny Central
provide fine-grained energy harvesting.
500U, which SMA will undoubtTigo Energy Module Maximizer-ES
Instead of module c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 0
edly feature in Anaheim.
Co u r t e s y t i g oe n er g y. c om
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cases by utilities themselves, is expected to account for much
of the installed PV capacity in coming years. For project developers who do not wish to install megawatts of solar exclusively
using 200 W inverters, Anaheim will have much to offer.
The Satcon (satcon.com) PowerGate Plus product line,
for example, now includes a 1 MW inverter option, as well
as some 10 other power levels to choose from. According to
the company, a 1 MW inverter block is the largest practical
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level MPPT, string level MPPT is performed in Solstice smart
combiner boxes located throughout the array field. These
smart combiners monitor and log system performance, as well
as provide command and control throughout the array. Since
combiners are already a service point in the PV system, from a
maintenance point of view this new circuit architecture does
not change things much. Also included in the combiner boxes
are string level microconverters that boost PV source circuit
voltage close to 600 Vdc. This high dc voltage reduces wire
sizes in the array, and the high dc bus voltage makes it possible for Satcon to employ a transformerless inverter architecture, meaning the Solstice inverter itself can be smaller
and more efficient than conventional inverters. According to
Dr. Leo Casey at Satcon, the Solstice system promises 4% to
5% improved yield for only pennies more per watt, which is a
compelling value proposition for large scale PPA projects.
COMBINERS AND RECOMBINERS
A high profile PV array fire on a Target store in Bakersfield,
California, this spring brought the need for dc disconnects
in the array field to the forefront of many integrators’ minds.
One of the recommendations of the post-fire investigation
report was: “Provide dc disconnects at the output of all combiner boxes on the roof. The firefighters were looking for disconnects that were not there.” Segmenting disconnects at
the array enables first responders to better react during an
emergency situation, and they also streamline ongoing system maintenance and troubleshooting efforts.
Integrated disconnects. Three manufacturers develop and
market combiner products that include an integrated dc disconnect. Blue Oak PV Products (blueoakpvproducts.com)
was the first to market with a listed line of five combiner
models that include a load break rated disconnect. AMtec
Solar (amtecsolar.com) and SolarBOS (solarbos.com) have
also introduced disconnecting
combiner products. The Blue
Oak and SolarBOS disconnecting combiners are listed to 600
Vdc, while the AMtec products
are pushing the voltage ceiling
with 1,000 Vdc ratings.

30

RACKING
Photovoltaic racking system manufacturers have been developing a myriad of approaches to reduce component count,
speed installation, ensure leak-free attachments in pitched
roof mount applications and ultimately drive down installed
cost per watt. Quick Mount PV (quickmountpv.com) and S-5!
(s-5.com) will be exhibiting their expanding lines of flashing
and attachment systems at SPI 2009; Unirac (unirac.com)
will show its recently introduced CLICKSYS product for flush
mount applications. Among the dozens of racking manufacturers that will be sporting product innovations at the event,
put the following two on your Do Not Miss list.
Simple and adaptable. Only a 0.5-inch wrench is required for
assembling AEE Solar’s (aeesolar.com) SnapNrack PV mounting system. The rail based mount starts on the roof with either
flashed L-foot or flashed post attachment options. The latter
allows for slight tilting or an increased standoff from the roof
deck. Standoff adjustability allows you to straighten out the
array plane over irregular roof surfaces.
The system’s thread inserts (used to secure top-down
mounting bolts, rail splices and post or L-foot attachments)
can be installed along the entire rail section, saving you a
lot of back and forth work on the roof. Mid-clips are 0.5inch wide to keep layout math simple. The rack’s rail profile
includes a wire management channel for securing and covering module leads. If you are not working on pitched roof
projects, SnapNrack’s posts
can also be used in nonballasted low-slope roof
applications. A pipe-to-rail
option makes the system
compatible with ground
mounted installations.
Reenvisioning the module
frame. We recently traveled
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Recombiners and monitoring.

Additional combiner innovation will be on display at SPI
2009. AMtec will be launching
its new Equinox series recombiners, available in three sizes
from 4 to 20 circuits with 750 A
to 2,000 A ratings. All Equinox
recombiners will be available
with or without monitoring
capabilities. Somewhat of a

disconnect previously existed between PV equipment
and third-party monitoring solutions that left installers
scratching their heads while they waited on their cell for
technical support. To ease their pain, SolarBOS has teamed
up with new-to-the-field DECK Monitoring (deckmonitoring.com) to develop a standardized, seamless string- and
system-level monitoring solution.

SolarBOS Disconnect Combiner
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to San Rafael, California, to
review a new, no-rail mounting system that was pitched
as “the MC connector of
PV racking development.”
We were not disappointed.
In Anaheim inventor Jack
West and cofounder Daniel
Flanigan c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 2

Visit us at Solar Power
International, booth 501.
www.us.schottsolar.com

Sunny Days Are Here.

SCHOTT Solar modules are produced with pride in Albuquerque,
NM from foreign and domestic
components and qualify as a
domestic end product under:
the Buy America Act, the Trade
Agreement Act, and the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
Tested at twice the international
standard, SCHOTT Solar modules
are guaranteed to perform at or
better than specification. Because
the forecast calls for solar, whatever the future holds.
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will enable system designers to lay an array out virtually,
identify individual strings, import SunEye readings from the
field and then, with the push of a button, generate detailed
energy harvest estimates. Early reports are that the software
interface is slick and user friendly, and PVDesigner will likely
win many fans in the industry.
On the back end of projects is commissioning and acceptance, which are not only time consuming—preparing forms
and templates, performing tests and documenting the
results—but also warrant a third party seal of approval. Solmetric believes that its PV System Performance Analyzer is
the solution. The PV analyzer is basically a portable I-V curve
tracer that includes a remote control, remote irradiance and
cell temperature sensors, and PC software. Its purpose is to
measure, model and log system performance at the string
level. The device models performance by comparing string

C ou r te sy solm e tr ic .c om

will be launching their patented mounting system, designed
and manufactured by the newly formed Zep Solar (zepsolar.
com) in partnership with groSolar.
When you first see the system, your likely reaction will
be “Really? No rails?” Zep Solar took a forward-looking
approach: customize the module frames to directly accept
the racking components and engineer the composite system
to support the design loads—without increasing the dimensions of the frame. Initially, Zep Solar will be launching its
product for use with Evergreen laminates.
The frames are designed with tapered channels (Zep
Grooves) that accept the core components of the racking
system—the Interlock and the Leveling foot, each containing the Zep, a device that locks into the groove and grounds
the module frame (auto-grounding) using a specialty tool.
With the first row of modules in place, each successive module drops in at a 15° angle and lowers into position with a
pivot-lock action.
So what are the advantages? Reduced materials, parts
count and shipping costs (no rails); auto-grounding of all
module frames; and extremely rapid installation. You can
even straighten the plane of the array from the top with a
drill-driven adjustment of the Leveling Foot. Zep Solar’s
obvious challenge will be building relationships with module manufacturers that are willing to customize frames with
Zep Grooves. However, this general degree of customization has been accomplished before and variants on module
frames are becoming more common. Zep Solar plans on full
commercialization of its innovative product in Q1 2010, but
make sure to check it out at the groSolar booth at SPI 2009.

Solmetric PVDesigner

C ou r t es y z ep s o la r. co m

level I-V curve measurements with a Sandia model. It is
capable of identifying a variety of manufacturing or installation defects. The device is used with a PC, preferably a ruggedized one, and as the technician gathers measurements in
the field, the PV analyzer builds a database that can be used
later to inform acceptance documentation.
Look for product innovations and more at Solar Power International 2009 in Anaheim, California, October 27–29, 2009.
Zep Solar’s Zep Mount

DESIGN AND COMMISSIONING
You are probably familiar with the SunEye shade measurement tool from Solmetric (solmetric.com). However, you
may not be familiar with the suite of products that Solmetric is developing to improve PV system design and commissioning. The PVDesigner software program, for example,
32
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PV System

Commissioning
By Blake Gleason

PV is simple: Turn it on; have sun; make power.
Commissioning may seem like an unnecessarily
time-consuming and complex exercise, but it is a
critical part of a well-installed system.

s h a wn s c h re in e r. co m

U

nderstanding and paying attention to PV
commissioning is important to the industry.
If the PV industry is to continue to expand
and become a significant part of the US
energy portfolio, short- and long-term system performance is critical to maintaining
public confidence and goodwill. Already,
many interested parties are making concerted efforts to
maintain the quality control of installed systems. Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA) providers, for example, must
protect their investments; manufacturers want to see the
PV market grow; and legislators and rebate administrators
need to encourage responsible industry growth. Integrators,
who play such a large role in the story, must do their part
to ensure the safety, quality and performance of installed
PV systems.
Commissioning is a way to formalize quality control of
installed PV systems. The process ensures that systems are
safe and high performing. It encourages integrators to be
responsible for their installations and facilitates project
closeout and prompt payment. Successful commissioning
leads to satisfied installers, employers and system owners.
Satisfied customers become repeat customers and lead to
new clients. Seen in this light, commissioning is essential to
the growth of the PV industry and to the overarching goal of
installing more renewable energy systems.
Think this is an overstatement? Consider what commissioning prevents. It protects against fires, shocks and injury.

It keeps customers happy and minimizes callbacks. It ensures
that a lot of silicon, aluminum, glass, steel, copper, dollars and
effort are not wasted on nonperforming or underperforming
systems. Commissioning guards against a lack of public confidence in PV and renewable energy technologies.
This article covers the commissioning of both residential and commercial scale grid-tied PV systems in detail.
Although it does not specifically address off-grid, batterybackup or vehicle PV systems, many of the same principles
apply. Similarly, while large utility scale PV systems are not
specifically exemplified, the commercial scale procedures
are easily scalable.
The building commissioning process
The commissioning process is typically applied to entire
buildings. To set a framework for PV commissioning, it
is useful to examine the total building commissioning
process. The Building Commissioning Association (BCA)
defines commissioning in its sample specification as:
“a quality-oriented process for achieving, verifying and
documenting that the performance of facilities, systems
and assemblies meet defined objectives and criteria. The
commissioning process begins at project inception (during the pre-design phase) and continues through the life of
the facility. The commissioning process includes specific
tasks to be conducted during each phase in order to verify
that design, construction and training meet the owner’s
project requirements.”
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Further, the BCA outlines the basic tasks of commissioning:
• Verify that applicable equipment and systems are
installed according to the contract documents,
manufacturer’s recommendations and industry
accepted minimum standards.
• Verify that installing contractors perform adequate
operation checkout.
• Verify and document proper performance of
equipment and systems.
• Verify that the operations and maintenance (O&M)
documentation left on-site is complete.
• Verify that the owner’s operating personnel are
adequately trained.

• Verify that the installation is
complete.
• Verify that the installation is
safe.
• Verify that the installation is
aesthetically acceptable.
• Verify that all components of
the installation are robust and
permanent.
• Document as-built conditions.
• Verify system performance.
• Verify proper system operation.
36
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Safety in commissioning
You should take the same safety precautions that you
use during PV installation when commissioning the system. Fall protection, ladder safety, electrical safety, personal protective equipment and common sense are all
required. When commissioning personnel are not part
of the installation crew, they are not familiar with the
hazards on a particular job site. They may not be familiar
with best practice construction safety c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 8

Quality assurance Commissioning is a process that starts during predesign and
proceeds through PV system acceptance. Far more than an inverter start-up
sequence, commissioning documents the as-built condition of the system—like this
installation by Sun Light & Power in Berkeley, CA—and ensures that the installation is
safe, durable and performing properly.

s h a wn s c h re in e r. co m

commissioning PV SYSTEMS
Typically, system owners have specific
goals in mind for their PV system. These
might include reducing electric bills
by a certain percentage, maximizing
the power output from available roof
space or maximizing return on their PV
investment. These goals are known as
the owner’s project requirements. The PV
system designers then devise a strategy
to meet these requirements. This strategy, including documents describing
the intended system components and
calculated expected performance output, is called the basis of design, which
should help guide the PV commissioning process.
At the most basic level, commissioning ensures that the owner’s requirements have been met. Most of the PV
system commissioning will occur after
installation is complete and before project closeout. It should include the following elements:

• Establish performance benchmarks.
• Complete any required acceptance documentation.
• Train the system owner on basic system operation.

PV System Commissioning

procedures. In that case, a qualified installer should be present and responsible for maintaining safe conditions during
commissioning. All equipment inspections should be made
with both utility and solar electrical sources switched off
and locked out.
After inspections, the equipment is energized at commissioning, often for the first time. Proper testing and planned
sequencing will ensure that neither equipment nor people
are subject to destructive voltage or current. Be alert. If something seems wrong or if unexpected phenomena result when
energizing equipment—such as pops, bangs, smoke or sudden darkness—do not rush to try to “fix” the problem. Slow
down; determine the cause; make sure no hazard is present;
and then determine the best course of action. If a ground fault
is indicated or suspected, assume that all conductive surfaces
in the system present a shock hazard until testing determines
otherwise. (See “PV System Ground Faults,” August/September 2009, SolarPro magazine for detailed information on
locating and troubleshooting ground faults.)
Commissioning Process
Especially for larger projects, during the design phase commissioning should be incorporated into the specifications

and bid documents. Include required documentation, checklists, testing procedures, expected performance and basis of
design. It is also important to specify requirements for the
commissioning timeline and give guidance on what person
or entity will be responsible for the commissioning.
Timeline. Commissioning should be considered throughout the course of a PV installation project. It should be
planned for during the design phase, built into the system
cost, actively carried out at the end of construction and
repeated as desired after project completion. However,
most of the commissioning work will occur just after the PV
installation is complete and the system is ready to be turned
on for the first time.
This initial startup is often called commissioning the
system. Ideally, this commissioning event occurs after all
permits are signed off; both permanent power and Internet
are established at the site; the utility has given permission
to operate the system; and the monitoring system, if applicable, is operational. If one or more of these milestones is
delayed, you may want to start up and test the system regardless. Final acceptance of the system may still be contingent
on passing subsequent milestones, but you can verify system performance in the meantime. One c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 0

Recommissioning and
Retro-commissioning of
Existing Systems
Recommissioning. Repeating the commissioning of a system that was previously commissioned is called recommissioning. Usually, recommissioning should be the last step in any
substantial maintenance project, such as after replacing major
components, especially inverters; after adding additional modules; after a non–self-clearing alarm is diagnosed and repaired,
such as a ground fault; and as part of a system checkup or
regular annual maintenance visit.
In addition, if the original commissioning was performed
during less than optimal seasonal conditions, like shading
or extended poor weather, a recommissioning event may be
called for during better conditions or in the summer. Recommissioning results should be closely compared to those from
the original commissioning. If the results are inconsistent
(after accounting for shading or other changes), the system
integrator should track down the source of the inconsistencies. Recommissioning performance results should also be
compared to updated expected performance numbers and
discrepancies addressed.
38
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Retro-commissioning. For PV systems that were not
properly commissioned in the first place, all hope is not lost.
Retro-commissioning can be performed at any point in the
system’s lifetime. Although commissioning is a good idea for
any system and is better done late than never, the additional expense of retro-commissioning may be best justified
whenever there is a significant concern that the system is
underperforming. Several indications of possible underperformance include:
• Monitoring system reports faults, alarms or low
performance.
• 	Utility bills are higher than expected, after taking into
account any new loads.
• 	One inverter shows significantly less accumulated
kWh than others, even though they all have the same
size arrays and no difference in shading.
• 	Total accumulated kWh, read from the inverter, is
significantly less than predicted for the relevant
time period. {

Are you ready to drop in?

PATENT PENDING

Drop-in Mounting Systems by Zep Solar
World’s first auto-grounding, drop-in
pivot-locking, quarter-turn
rapid-leveling, hyper-bonded
interlocking, light-weight
rail-free, module-coupling
system.
Live Demos at SPI 2009 Booth 309
www.zepsolar.com

exception to this timeline is for systems
that have a “burn in” period, such as thin
film amorphous silicon systems. These
systems will experience a significant, but
expected, drop in production over the
first few weeks and months of operation.
Therefore, performance measurements
made at initial system startup will be artificially high. Recommissioning is required
after this burn-in period.
Be sure to schedule the commissioning as soon as possible after PV system
construction is complete, but within a
suitable window of weather. It does not
make sense, for example, to commission
when there is irradiance of less than
400 W/m2 in the array plane. Not only
must the weather be good, but the time
of day must also be appropriate.
Especially on small projects, the
tendency is to try to commission the
system at the end of the last day of
installation. This strategy is efficient
but not effective. Often, the sun is too
low in the sky to provide sufficient irradiance for proper performance verification. Shading is also more likely at
the end of the day, and any shade on
the array makes performance verifi- Torque settings Before commissioning is complete, verify all torque settings. The
cation difficult. Finally, commission- author is shown here with a torque wrench verifying the compression of grounded
ing demands focus, clear thinking and dc current carrying conductors inside a Satcon inverter.
sufficient time. If the end of the day is
near, the crew may be cold, hot, hungry,
Even though the engineer works for the integrator, he or she
thirsty or just ready to go home. None of these conditions are is at least one level removed from the physical project.
likely to produce accurate commissioning results. It is better
At a bare minimum, a person with sufficient knowledge
to clean up, go home and come back another day when the about PV in general and the system being commissioned in
sun is out and minds are fresh.
particular must undertake commissioning. This is true even for
Who does it? For commissioning to be most effective, the small residential projects, where the best person to commission
commissioning party should not be inclined towards a cur- might be the crew leader who was in charge of the installation.
sory process with a guaranteed positive outcome. The con- As someone with a supervisory role, the crew leader can deletractor who installed the system will usually have this bias. gate any corrective tasks and focus on effective commissioning,
Ideally, the commissioning party should represent the system leaving behind a system to be proud of. Regardless of the level of
owner, not the installer, and should be able to act completely objectivity, whoever carries out the commissioning must have
in the owner’s interest without conflict. For large systems, the proper tools and sufficient training.
the owner should contract with an outside commissioning
Documentation. The commissioning agent must start with
specialist to oversee the commissioning process.
all of the available system documentation. Before undertakIf the scope of the project is not sufficient to bring in an ing commissioning, relevant documentation such as the
outside specialist and a direct representative of the owner following must be on hand: drawings, ideally as-built; cut
is not available, commissioning should be performed by an sheets for modules and inverters; specifications, especially
objective party under the original system integration con- as they pertain to commissioning; special requirements or
tract. For small commercial projects, for example, an engi- forms for rebate programs or other incentives; and equipneer or system designer might be the best choice for the job. ment manuals. c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 2
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The commissioning agent must also understand what
deliverables are required at the end of the process. For a
municipal or federal PV project, for example, the deliverables are often extensive and detailed in the bid package.
For a residential project, the commissioning documentation
may be part of a post-installation punch list that remains in
the customer file for internal use.
Commissioning Tasks
For a small PV system, commissioning might mean that
the installer takes a step back, looks over the installation,
tests voltage at a few points, watches as everything turns on
successfully and verifies system performance. At the other
extreme, for a large PV plant there might be a dedicated
commissioning team with a multi-day, multi-faceted commissioning agenda, including follow-up activities and written reports. Whatever the scale, and whoever does the commissioning, the basic tasks and goals of the process remain
the same.
Verify that the installation is complete. Are all components
permanently installed? Is everything wired completely? Permanent utility power should be connected at the site. In
addition, if Web based monitoring is being used, the Internet
connection should be operational. Examine the most recent
installation punch list to make sure all items are complete.
Verify that the installation is safe. Has the permit been
signed off ? Are the mechanical and structural systems adequate and built according to plan? Has any required waterproofing been completed satisfactorily? Has the electrical
design been adapted properly?
A few common problem areas are worth checking:

elements and the environment it will be subjected to for the
design life of the system, usually 30-plus years for PV systems. Fasteners should be stainless steel, and steel rack elements should be hot-dipped galvanized or better. Dissimilar
metals must be isolated to avoid galvanic corrosion. Wiring
and raceways must be suitable for their location. Sunlight
resistant wire is required under arrays, for example, and
electrical metallic tubing (EMT), intermediate metal conduit (IMC) or rigid metal conduit (RMC) is required on the
roof. Make sure that NEC required labeling is present and
that it is made of appropriate materials, such as engraved
metal or plastic.
Document as-built conditions. During the visual system
review, note anything out of the ordinary. c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 4
Photo document In addition to approving installation practices, like proper conduit support spacing and the tightness
of conduit fittings, the commissioning agent should document
the installation’s as-built condition with many photos.

Verify that the installation is aesthetically acceptable. Check
to see that the PV array is only as visible as it was designed to
be. Verify that module lines are straight and parallel to roof
features, especially where visible from the ground or high
traffic areas. Is all other equipment installed plumb, level
and with good workmanship?
Are any required aesthetic treatments complete? If this
was part of the contract, for example, inspect whether conduit systems and disconnects are painted to match the walls.
Ensure that PV array skirts, where required, are installed
and satisfactory. Check that inverter fences or enclosures
are built as designed.
Verify that the installation is robust and permanent. Ensure
that all outdoor equipment is designed to withstand the
42
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• Make sure working clearances are maintained.
• Verify that all metallic surfaces that might become
energized are grounded.
• Ensure that wire and conduit sizes installed in the
field are as shown on the plans.

R

Bright Thinking in Solar
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Each questionable item should be written down and photographed, with the photo location marked on a roof plan
or other appropriate drawing. Take pictures of all arrays,
ideally from at least two angles. Also take pictures of conduit runs, combiner boxes, disconnects, inverters and the
interconnection.
Verify that the module layout matches the approved roof
plan drawing. Note any discrepancies on the drawing. Verify
that the module string layout is as shown on the as-built
string diagram, including consistency of wire and string
numbering. Accurate string diagrams are extremely helpful for future maintenance and troubleshooting. For smaller
systems, if a string diagram does not exist, identify the string
locations and document them on the roof plan. For large systems missing a string layout, identify this as an action item
for the integrator.
Document the model number and quantity of the modules, inverters, combiner boxes, disconnects and monitoring system.
Expected Performance
Probably the most difficult and the most important aspect
of commissioning a PV system is evaluating whether it is
performing as well as it should be. First, the expected performance needs to be determined. Then, the actual performance needs to be measured.
To determine the expected performance of the PV system, refer
to the basis of design. Assuming
that the system was sized properly
in the design phase, it should meet
the owner’s requirements for energy
production. Based on the equipment
specified, estimate the monthly,
annual and lifetime energy output
of the system.
Many software packages and Web
based calculators can simplify this
task. For example, you can use the
free PVWATTS Web based calculator to get a very quick energy harvest
estimate by inputting the peak dc
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1. Determine the peak dc power
rating of the system. This value will
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Cell temperature An infrared thermometer is often the easiest tool
for measuring cell temperature. For
performance verification testing,
average one set of cell temperature
measurements at the beginning and
another at the end of the performance measurement period.

rating of the system, the system location and the array orientation; monthly and annual kWh performance estimates are
given as an output. The California Solar Initiative (CSI) rebate
calculators are also available to the general public, although
they are of interest primarily to California utility customers.
For example, the CSI Expected Performance-Based Buydown
(EPBB) calculator (see Resources) allows for the input of
specific module and inverter combinations, monthly shading data, as well as information about the site location and
array orientation. It does not, however, allow changing other
assumptions such as module mismatch, wire losses and system availability. EPBB uses PVWATTS for its back end.  
Many integrators, PPA providers and third-party software
developers provide performance calculators. Some products
available for purchase, like Clean Power Finance and QuickQuotes from Clean Power Research, include updated electrical rate schedules and other information not only to estimate PV production but also to provide detailed financial
analyses. Fortunately, for commissioning purposes, all that
you need are the power and energy output of the PV system.
Since all of the energy calculators are based on average
historical weather data, a PV system should not be expected
to produce exactly the amount predicted by the energy calculator in a given day, week or month. The longer the interval, the better the actual performance should match the predicted performance. While there
is significant variation in weather
even from year to year, certainly
after 5 or 10 years the system’s total
accumulated energy production
should match the predicted output.
Unfortunately, 10 years is too long
to wait to make sure the system is
working as intended.
At initial system commissioning, very little historical production data is available. Therefore, the
single best metric to verify system
performance in the short term is
the instantaneous power output of
the system. The following process
is one way to estimate the expected
value of the system power output at
any moment.
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be the sum of the power outputs of
ideal individual modules at STC.
Obtaining this number is straightforward, because it is the product of
the nameplate module rating (PSTC )
and the total quantity of modules.

2. Calculate the irradiance factor,
KI. First, use a pyranometer to mea-

sure the actual irradiance in watts
per square meter. This measurement
should be taken in the same plane as
the modules, with the same azimuth
and tilt angle. Divide the measured
irradiance by the STC irradiance
(1000 W/m2) to obtain the irradiance factor.
3. Calculate the module cell temperature factor, KT. Measure the cell tem-

perature TC of the modules in Celsius
using a thermocouple, thermistor
or infrared (IR) thermometer. Find
the module temperature coefficient
of power, CT, from the module data
sheet or module manufacturer. This
coefficient is typically in the range of
−0.003/°C to −0.005/°C for crystalline
silicon modules. Then, calculate KT
as follows:

S

Probably the most
difficult and the most
important aspect
of commissioning a
PV system is evaluating
whether it is performing
as well as it should be.
First, the expected
performance needs to
be determined. Then,
the actual performance
needs to be measured.

KT = 1 + (CT × (TC − TSTC))

The cell temperature factor usually represents a reduction in power from the STC rating of a module due to cell
operating temperature well above STC temperature (25°C).
4. Determine the system derating factor, KS. This factor is a
product of all of the system efficiencies and miscellaneous
subfactors, including: module mismatch, inverter efficiency,
module soiling, module nameplate tolerance, wiring losses,
shading, system availability, tracking efficiency and age.
PVWATTS describes many of these factors and provides
default values. For instantaneous power measurement at
system commissioning, the following values are typical,
although module-dependent factors can vary substantially
between manufacturers:
Module mismatch = 0.97 This is representative unless the
system uses individual module power point tracking devices,
such as microinverters or dc-to-dc power optimization
devices, in which case the mismatch is eliminated and this
subfactor becomes 1.0.
Inverter efficiency = 0.96 A value in the 0.94 to 0.96 range is
typical for most modern high efficiency grid-tied inverters.
Module soiling = 1.0 Assuming the system being commissioned is brand-new, there is no need to derate for soiling.
Module nameplate tolerance = 0.99 It is reasonable to use
0.99 or better for most high-quality module manufacturers.
Wiring losses = 0.98 These include dc wiring losses and
connection losses up to the inverter, where instantaneous
power output measurements are usually made.

Shading = 1.0 If the array is shaded
at all, proper verification of performance output is very difficult.
Make sure it is not shaded during
commissioning.
System availability = 1.0 During
commissioning there is no need to
derate for availability; the system
must be operating (available) when
taking power measurements.
Tracking efficiency = 1.0 Trackers
should be in perfect working order during commissioning. Since irradiance
values are taken in the module plane,
this factor is irrelevant regardless.
Age = 1.0 A brand-new system
has yet to experience any age related
degradation.
Typically, the resulting system
derating factor, the product of all
system derating subfactors, is approximately KS = 0.90.
5. Calculate expected system performance, PE. Each of the factors

above—irradiance, cell temperature
and system efficiency—adjusts the expected output of
the system relative to the controlled STC power rating.
The overall expected power output from the combination
of these calculated and measured factors is determined
as follows:
PE = PSTC × KI × KT × KS

It is important to maintain perspective on the calculation
of this expected power output. For a given set of modules,
the irradiance is by far the factor with the most variation. It
is imperative to get reliable irradiance measurements to calculate KI; otherwise, the power estimate will have so much
uncertainty that all of the other factors become meaningless.
Assuming that shading is avoided, the system derating
factor, KS, usually varies by a few percentage points, at most.
The cell temperature factor, KT, is not very sensitive to moderate changes in temperature. Assuming a module with a temperature coefficient of power CT = −0.004/°C, for example, a
relatively large cell temperature change of 10°C changes the
cell temperature factor by only about 4%. The net effect on
the power estimate is only a few percentage points if the IR
thermometer used to take cell temperature readings is not
highly accurate. The same is true if the cells measured happen to be abnormally high or low by a few degrees, or even
if the cell temperature is estimated based on a certain rise
above ambient temperature.
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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The irradiance reading in the module plane, however, can
easily vary from 400 W/m2 to 1200 W/m2. From the 800 W/m2
nominal terrestrial environment base value, irradiance in
the plane of the array might change 50% in either direction.
The effect of this range of irradiance on the net predicted
power output is also +/− 50%. Clearly, it would be unacceptable to look up at the sky and guess “bright,” “overcast”
or “hazy,” rather than taking an accurate in-plane irradiance measurement. On a residential system with as few as
three paralleled strings, an entire string could be disconnected and the commissioning test might not catch it if the
in-plane irradiance is not measured with precision.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
The second half of performance verification is comparing
the expected power output to the measured power output.
After you have verified that all of the specified equipment
was installed, you can measure and document the performance of that equipment and compare it to the expected
values. Personal protective equipment is mandatory. Several
tests are mandatory prior to inverter start-up. After start-up,
you can capture measured power output and compare it to
the expected performance.
Megger test each homerun. Homerun wiring should be tested
with a megohm-meter before modules are connected. In fact,

depending on the type of racking and accessibility under the
modules, often homerun wiring should be Megger tested
before the modules are installed. If problems are found, the
homerun wiring is completely accessible for examination
and replacement. Also, after all of the homerun wiring checks
out, both module-to-module connections and module-tohomerun connections can be made as the modules are placed,
as long as the inverter ends of the homeruns are safely terminated and locked out. Even though Megger testing is typically
carried out before the PV installation is complete and full commissioning can occur, the test results should be documented as
they are obtained to avoid the need to repeat testing later.
Measure Voc of each string. Open-circuit voltage can be
measured only while the strings are independent of each
other and before they are combined. For small string inverters, this may mean measuring Voc on the line side of the dc
disconnect, with the dc disconnect open. For larger inverters, it likely means measuring Voc on the line side of the
fuseholders in the combiner boxes, with the fuses removed.
Once the combiner box fuses are inserted or the dc disconnect is closed in a system with no combiner box, all of the
strings are combined in parallel. Therefore, they will all measure the same Voc, which is misleading when trying to verify
individual strings. Verifying individual string Voc measurements is the quickest way to ensure that c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 8

Voltage measurements As evidenced by this
open-circuit voltage measurement, the same
personal protective equipment required for
building the PV system is required during
system commissioning.
46
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Inverter start-up The sequence of steps required prior to inverter
start-up includes line-to-line, line-to-neutral and line-to-ground measurements at the ac disconnect.

PV System Commissioning

• Verify all connections.
• Verify correct ac voltage at the ac
disconnect.
• Verify correct dc voltage and polarity at
the dc disconnect(s).
• Close the ac disconnect.
• Verify correct ac voltage at the inverter
ac terminals.
• Close the dc disconnect(s).
• Verify dc voltage and polarity at the
inverter dc terminals.
• If applicable, switch the inverter “ON.”
• Wait for the inverter to step through
its internal startup sequence.
• Once the inverter is running, wait about
15 minutes for internal temperatures
and power point tracking to stabilize.
Measure Imp for each string. Before paying much attention

to the total inverter output, verify that each string is producing
approximately the same amount of current. At the combiner
box or another accessible location, use a dc clamp meter to
measure the current in the ungrounded source circuit conductor of each string. If weather conditions are consistent
during the testing and all strings are oriented with the same
azimuth and tilt angle, the measured current values should
be identical, or at least within about 0.1 A of each other. For
systems with individual module monitoring, verify that all
modules are producing the same power levels.
If one string has no current at all, check again to make sure
both homeruns and all module leads are plugged in. If one
string has lower current than the others, double-check to make
sure that string is not partially shaded either by a distant tree,
a nearby person or the commissioning agent’s notebook resting on one of its modules. If no shading is present, measure the
current on the grounded dc string conductor. If the current is
different on the grounded conductor and the ungrounded conductor of the same string, a ground fault is likely carrying the
difference in current. For larger central inverters, the ground
fault current from a fraction of one string may not be enough to
trip the detection circuitry or blow the fuse.
Measure ac power output. If measured current on all strings
checks out, it is time to verify the inverter ac power output.
48
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all strings have the same number of modules and the correct
polarity. After this is verified, replace the series fuses and
close the fuseholders.
Inverter startup sequence. After you have completed all the
visual inspections and confirmed the dc open-circuit string
voltages, the system can be started up. Always follow the
inverter manufacturer’s directions for initial startup. Typically, the steps will include the following:

Pyranometer readings For best results, measure irradiance
and inverter ac output simultaneously. This is most easily
accomplished with two people. Alternatively, you can set the
pyranometer up on a tripod near the inverter and align it to
match the azimuth and tilt angle of the modules.

Using a clamp meter for current and a multi-meter for voltage,
verify that the voltage, current and power displayed on the
inverter match the measured values. Ideally, an independent
power meter is used for this purpose, since it can also verify
power factor and other power quality components. Once you
have verified the inverter’s internal meter and display, you can
use the power readings displayed on the inverter for all subsequent power measurements and reporting.
Performance Verification
After completing all of the commissioning tasks and performance measurements as described, it is time to measure
power performance and compare this to predicted values.
Only three measurements are necessary: cell temperature,
irradiance and inverter ac output.
Of the three, cell temperature is the most stable, and
ac output is less sensitive to changes in temperature than
changes in irradiance. Take one set of cell temperature measurements at the beginning and another at the end of the

S
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otherwise,
the
power
the elusive edge-of-cloud effect.
of locations throughout the array. Write
With a full monitoring sysdown the average cell temperature in
estimate will have
tem
or portable datalogger, 15
degrees Celsius.
so
much
uncertainty
minutes’
worth of averaged irraIrradiance and inverter ac output must
diance
and
ac output provide an
be measured simultaneously. Even on a relthat all other factors
excellent
simultaneous
reading.
atively clear day, high clouds or haze can
become
meaningless.
However,
even
with
a
simple
$150
quickly change irradiance. Remember to
pyranometer
and
the
inverter
dislook up at the sky periodically during testplay,
you
can
obtain
good
results
ing. In one case, I was so focused on jumpwith the following method:
ing back and forth between reading the
Find
a
good
location
to
place the pyranometer so that
inverter displays and getting the pyranometer lined up with
the modules, I was surprised when I looked at the measure- it has exactly the same azimuth and tilt angle as the modments I had written down over a period of about 2 minutes. ules. Ideally, the instrument has a square edge or bracket
One irradiance value was much higher than the other two. At and can be clamped or held in place on the corner of a modfirst, I thought I must have written it down wrong or held the ule to ensure alignment. Make sure the pyranometer does
pyranometer at the wrong angle—pointing directly at the sun, not shade the modules. Alternatively, set the pyranometer
for example—but then I noticed that the inverter output was up on a tripod and carefully align it to match the azimuth
also much higher. Finally, I looked up at the sky and noticed and tilt angle of the modules. The tripod method requires

Building Large Commercial Tracking Systems For
We also make a single-pole xed
Over 28 Years!
• Standard 16-panel
system is designed
for 90 mph winds!
• For huricane zones,
we have a 12-panel
system rated for
150-mph winds!

Our system DOES NOT search for
the sun, it FOLLOWS the arc of the
sun, returns at midnight, and adjusts
elevation for the changing seasons.

The Future Is Now!

Tracking system
Price:

$4,980.00
(Designed to t
your solar panels.)

system with a safe, easy winter/summer
adjustment. (Sept 21: loosen 2 bolts &
adjust crank to winter & tighten bolts.
March 21 reverse.)
System cost: $3,200

(Designed to t your solar panels.)

The advantages of a pole-mounted
system over a roof-mount:

• Less Expensive ~ No Roof Leaks
• Operates Cooler & More Efciently
• Winter/Summer Adjustment For More Gain

SOLAR
(A Division of DH Satellite)
Sat
600
Marquette Rd, Prairie du Chien WI 53821
00 N Marquett

20KW system with
(6) 3.36KW tracking panels.

608-326-8406 ~ 608-326-4233 (fax)

www.dhsolar.net ~ 800-627-9443
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S

a compass and inclinometer, but it is
and measured factors, the actual perforA simple comparison
convenient if there is a sunny space
mance should be within about 5% of the
of expected and
to set up the tripod near the inverter.
expected performance.
Make sure that readings on the
Some of the necessary measuring and
measured performance
pyranometer and inverter can be
reporting can be automated or accomdetermines whether
taken within a few seconds of each
plished more easily by using an installed
other: either with two people and
monitoring system, also known as a
the system has been
phones, radios or shouting; or with
data acquisition system (DAS). Often,
successfully commisone person when inverters are near
these systems report inverter ac power,
the pyranometer setup.
irradiance and module cell temperature.
sioned. The actual
Write down the pyranometer
Some even measure and report individperformance should
reading in W/m2.
ual string or module outputs. During
initial system commissioning, however,
Write down the inverter power
be within about 5%
the DAS may not be properly calibrated
output in W or kW.
of
the
expected
or the network it relies on may not be set
Repeat twice more, alternating
up. Further, the DAS reporting should
back and forth between the pyraperformance.
be
verified by the on-site field measurenometer and the inverter, for a total
ments
previously described.
of three alternated readings on each.
Alternating three times between the
two devices is a good approximation of “simultaneous” for Case Study: 50 kWp Commercial System, Multiple
Inverters
this type of measurement.
If the variation between readings is small, less than 2%,
PV array capacity: 50,310 W STC; 234 SunPower SPR-215for both inverter and pyranometer, move on to the next
WHT-U modules
inverter and array. If the variation is large, start again and
Inverters: Six SunPower SPR-7000m and one SunPower
repeat the alternating readings until three consistent values
SPR-4000m
are measured.
Array installation: Thirty-six of the modules are on a much
Finally, average the three irradiance readings and the
steeper roof plane than the others and are dedicated to
three inverter power readings. These are the values to use
their own inverter.
when verifying performance.
The system was originally commissioned, or partially
After you have calculated the expected performance and commissioned, just after construction was completed in the
measured the actual performance, a simple comparison helps middle of the winter. There was some midafternoon shading
you determine whether the system has been successfully on parts of the array that resulted in overall system perforcommissioned. Depending on the certainty of the assumed mance of about 5% below the expected, c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 2

Table 1: Inverter Test Results
3/9/2009

Clear sky, no shading

Inverter #

Time

Irradiance 1

Watts 1

Irradiance 2

Watts 2

Irradiance 3

Watts 3

Average
irradiance

Average
watts

1

1:03pm

840

2,970

842

2,979

843

2,977

842

2,975

2

1:05pm

840

5,924

842

5,930

842

5,940

841

5,931

3

1:06pm

842

6,010

845

6,030

848

6,041

845

6,027

4

1:07pm

846

6,046

845

6,040

843

6,040

845

6,042

5

1:08pm

847

6,044

853

6,057

855

6,075

852

6,059

6

1:17pm

820

6,053

827

6,037

824

6,022

824

6,037

7

1:19pm

1,060

7,057

1,095

7,059

1,078

7,055

1,078

7,057
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$/W is soooo 2008.

It’s all about $/kWh now.
Introducing the UJ6 module series
from Mitsubishi Electric
212 to 235 watts
With the solar industry shifting its focus from $/W to $/kWh, a module’s real-life energy performance is extremely important.
Mitsubishi Electric PV modules have one of the highest PTC ratings in the industry and are well known for exceeding power
output expectations in real life conditions. All of our PV modules have a tight +/- 3% power tolerance, a 25-year power
output warranty, and are known for their exceptional quality and reliability.
In our new UJ6 series, we’ve not only increased the number of cells per module from 50 to 60, we’ve also improved the cell
efficiency to bring you more power per square foot. Mitsubishi Electric PV modules have some of the most innovative safety
features in the industry including a triple-layer junction box, 100% lead-free solder, and a back protection bar for extra
support. The new modules range in size from 212 watts to 235 watts and are designed for roof mount or ground mount
commercial installations.
For more information please
email pv@meus.mea.com
call 714-236-6137 or visit
www.MitsubishiElectricSolar.com

PV System Commissioning

Table 2:
System Derating Factor

unshaded value. Because of the winter shadUsing the same methodology,
ing, the system was recommissioned 3 months
the temperature factor, KT, for
later, when the weather was clear and there
Inverter 7 is calculated as 0.935.
was no shade. However, there was slight modSystem derating factor. Table 2
Wiring losses
0.98
ule soiling after 3 months (module soiling facillustrates how this is calculated
Module soiling losses
0.99
tor set to 0.99). Multiple irradiance and power
using the appropriate subfactors.
readings were taken for each inverter, with
The system derating factor, KS, for
Module mismatch
0.97
results summarized in Table 1 (p. 50).
this system is calculated at 0.89.
Module nameplate
Inverter 1 is the 4,000 W inverter with 18
Irradiance factor. The average
0.99
tolerance
modules, whereas the other six are 7,000 W
recorded irradiance values, divided
Shading
1.00
inverters with 36 modules each. The 36 modby the STC reference value of 1000
ules on Inverter 7 are installed on a steeper
W/m2, provide the system’s irradiInverter efficiency
0.955
roof, which is clearly a great angle for the early
ance factor, KI. For example, the
Age
1.00
March sun, as seen by the higher irradiance in
average irradiance during testing
that module plane and higher production on
of Inverter 1 is listed in Table 1 as
0.89
System derating factor KS
that inverter. In addition, the 36 modules on
842 W/m2. The irradiance factor
the steeper roof plane receiving more irradifor Inverter 1 is therefore 0.842 (842
ance were operating at a higher cell temperaW/m2 ÷ 1,000 W/m2).
ture (42°C) than the other, lower-angle modules (35°C).
The performance test results for this system are provided
Temperature factor. The temperature factor, KT, is calcu- in Table 3. Clearly, the system was performing quite well.
lated as follows: KT = 1 + (CT × (TC − TSTC)). In this case, the Ongoing performance verification is simplified since the data
temperature coefficient of power, CT, is −0.38 %/°C , as sup- acquisition system at the site monitors individual inverter
plied by the module manufacturer.
production, as well as irradiance and cell temperature.
The measured cell temperature, CT, is 35°C for Inverters
1 through 6 and 42°C for Inverter 7. The STC reference tem- Establish performance Benchmarks
perature, TSTC, is 25°C. The temperature factor for Inverters 1 Another important function of commissioning is to establish
through 6 is therefore:
performance benchmarks for the PV system. Carefully measuring and documenting performance at the beginning of
KT = 1 + (CT × (TC − TSTC))
the system’s lifetime provides a standard to measure against
KT = 1 + (−0.38 %/°C × (35°C − 25°C))
during future maintenance. If the system appears to be perKT = 1 + (−0.38 %/°C × 10°C)
forming well, follow-up measurements might not be taken
KT = 1 + (−0.038)
until the next scheduled maintenance. For example, on a
KT = 0.962
residential system without continuous c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 4

Table 3: Performance Test Results
Inverter #

52

Quantity of
modules

STC watts
per module

Total STC
watts

System derating
factor (KS)

Irradiance
factor (KI)

Temp. factor
(KT )

Predicted
watts ac

Measured
watts ac

Measured/
predicted
watts ac

1

18

215

3,870

0.89

0.84

0.962

2,789

2,975

107%

2

36

215

7,740

0.89

0.84

0.962

5,575

5,931

106%

3

36

215

7,740

0.89

0.85

0.962

5,600

6,027

108%

4

36

215

7,740

0.89

0.84

0.962

5,597

6,042

108%

5

36

215

7,740

0.89

0.85

0.962

5,644

6,059

107%

6

36

215

7,740

0.89

0.82

0.962

5,458

6,037

111%

7

36

215

7,740

0.89

1.08

0.935

6,941

7,057

102%

Total

234

215

50,310

—

—

—

37,667

40,129

107%
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The FlaT Jack
solar mounT

®

Now ICC
Certified.
View our ICC report at www.icc-es.org,
Evaluation Report #ESR-1999

You want a solar mounting solution that’s stronger, simpler, and waterproof positive.
The Flat Jack® takes no special tools, no special training, and can shave 25% off of
installation time. And it’s the FIRST AND ONLY solar mount to be ICC certified.
See it in action at Solar Power International, Anaheim (Oct.27-29) – Booth #2354

Call today and receive 10% off
your first order. Mention promo code #SPM1009

877.251.1802 www.ttisolar.com
Offer valid for first time customers only.

PV System Commissioning

Acceptance / certification
Various parties have varying degrees of interest in
accepting the PV system. In fact, one of the reasons
to perform commissioning is to fulfill acceptance test
requirements. Typical acceptance tests include:
Does the PV system operate in normal grid-tie mode
when presented with normal operating conditions, such
as in the presence of sun and utility power?
Performance verification After measuring cell temperature, irradiIs the ratio of measured system power output to pre- ance and inverter output power, the author uses a laptop to verify that
system performance is within 5% of expected values.
dicted power output of the system at least 0.95?
Most local jurisdictions will not check to make
sure the PV system performs as designed. As with the
The owner will count on the system to produce the expected
NEC and most building codes, the AHJ’s main concern is that power for several decades. If the owner is a PPA provider, it
the system is safe. Often, the permit is signed off before the usually requires very strict acceptance testing. Funding of
system is ever turned on.
the project, and the next project, is highly dependent on the
Similarly, most utilities are satisfied if the system design power produced from the system. The original PPA owner
passes the engineering review and the proper disconnects are may own the system for only 5 years, at which point it must
observed at inspection. Occasionally, the utility will require be demonstrably in good working order so that the “fair
that automatic shutdown of the inverter upon grid failure be market value” buyout price remains as high as possible.
demonstrated. But a utility is rarely concerned with the measured power production values of the system.
Training
The PV integrator installing the system should be the As part of the commissioning process, the PV integrator
first to pay attention to the initial system production. From should train the owner on basic system operation. This
installers to system designers to company CEOs, pride in training should include a physical walkthrough of the
their final product is linked to kilowatt-hour production. entire system, especially noting disconnect locations and
The integrator should not internally accept the installation procedures. Inverter operation should also be reviewed,
until proper operation and production is verified.
including any display screens and status lights. SignifiNaturally, the system owner is the party with the most cant time should be dedicated to studying the monitoring
interest in accepting the newly commissioned PV system. system, if one is installed. The owner c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 6
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monitoring, the system owner can hang a clipboard
next to the inverter and write down the inverter output at noon on the first sunny day of each month
or the first sunny weekend day. These numbers will
form a pattern over the years, and any drop in performance can be identified and investigated. Of course,
the initial numbers must meet expected values. If the
benchmark performance is unnecessarily low, the
system may never meet its expected performance
and no one will notice.
Similarly, after a year passes and system owners
receive the first “true-up” bill from the utility to find
they owe more than expected, they may point fingers
at the integrator. The integrator need only repeat
the measurements taken and documented the year
before at commissioning. If these match, the system was undersized, or performance was overpromised from the beginning, or the customer has added
loads that were not anticipated. Benchmark data is
particularly useful in this scenario, especially if the
customer formally accepted the results at the initial
commissioning.

PV System Commissioning

sh a wn sc h re in e r.c om

Commissioning forms Keep completed commissioning
checklists and forms for internal use. The system owner
may also require these as part of the O&M or acceptance
documentation.

should be clear on how to access the monitoring system
display. The owner will need the URLs and passwords if the
DAS is Web based, and will need to know how to navigate
that display, how often to look at it, what to look for and
how to interpret alarms.
The integrator and owner should also review all system
documentation, including O&M manuals and warranties. If
a maintenance contract is included, the scope of the contract should be reviewed and the schedule and first maintenance visit should be agreed upon.
Increasing Emphasis on Commissioning
Other benefits to the owner of commissioned PV systems come from acceptance, recognition and financial
awards from third parties such as green-building certification organizations and rebate administration agencies.
For example, one of the prerequisites for the Energy and
Atmosphere credit category for Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certification is the commissioning of all building energy systems, including the
PV system. Further, PV system commissioning explicitly
requires performance verification. In other words, if the
PV system performance is not verified, the building is not
eligible for 25% of the total available LEED points. Once
performance is verified, the PV system itself can earn up
56
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to three credit points towards certification. For many
new commercial buildings with PV, LEED certification is
a big deal. The PV commissioning agent needs to coordinate with the LEED building commissioning authority to
ensure proper documentation.
Although rebate programs vary from state to state and
even from city to city, most require an upfront prediction
of system performance, upon which rebate dollar amounts
are based. In California, the Expected Performance–Based
Buydown rebate is based entirely on the expected performance, as the name implies. However, for larger systems—
currently systems over 50 kW, but in 2010 everything over
30 kW—the rebate is entirely based on performance. Energy
production is metered and rebates are paid based on kWh
production. Clearly, the system owner or other entity receiving the rebate money has a large incentive to ensure that
the system performs as expected. Similarly, the New Solar
Homes Partnership rebate amount is based on expected
performance, but actual payment is granted only after formal system acceptance. For acceptance, site temperature
and irradiance measurements are required. The inverterdisplayed power output must match the expected power output calculated for the measured irradiance and temperature
values. In addition, several markets have recently adopted
feed-in tariffs to stimulate PV installations.
The overall trend is clear. As performance based incentives and feed-in tariffs become more popular in the US,
system owners will demand—and integrators will need to
provide—excellent commissioning and performance verification services.
Special thanks to Sun Light & Power for arranging site
access for project photography included with this article.
X Web excl usive

Go to solarprofessional.com/webexclusive

for the following sample, downloadable documents: precommissioning
checklist, commissioning flowchart, performance verification form.

g C O N TAC T
Blake Gleason / Sun Light & Power / Berkeley, CA /
blake@sunlightandpower.com / sunlightandpower.com

Resources:
Building Commissioning Association / bcxa.org (Sample commissioning
requirements at: tinyurl.com/mrbw68)
Clean Power Finance / cleanpowerfinance.com
Clean Power Research / cleanpower.com
EPBB rebate calculator / csi-epbb.com
LEED / usgbc.org
PVWATTS / nrel.gov/rredc/PVWATTS

Solar Thermal
By Bristol Stickney and Boaz Soifer

I

sh a wn sc h re i n e r. c o m

n many cases, solar heating is the most
energy effective renewable energy technology and
is therefore cost effective as well. Thermal collectors convert solar energy to useful heat about
five times as efficiently as PV modules convert it
to electricity. According to the US Department of
Energy, space heating and cooling make up about
53% of US residential energy usage, with hot water
adding another 16%. Since solar heat is relatively
easy to collect and heating, cooling and hot water
demands represent such a large portion of our
energy usage, it is likely solar heating will become
more mainstream.
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Solar Thermal Today
Since the oil embargoes of the 1970s and the Carter administration tax credits, certain types of solar heating systems
have gone through several generations of market growth.
Solar pool heating systems are a mainstay of the industry,
with thousands of established installers. Solar domestic hot
water systems are being packaged by dozens of manufacturers, and installations of these nearly plug-and-play systems
are on the rise.
Both of these system types are relatively easy to design and
install, as each addresses a single heating load and each typically interfaces with automated backup heating systems. Solar
pool heating systems usually preheat a boiler or operate independently from the backup boiler. Most packaged solar hot
water systems include a storage tank with an electric element
that comes on automatically when solar heat is insufficient.

Hydronics:

Collector Comparison
and Selection
Seasonal solar pool heating systems often have the advantage
of using low cost unglazed collectors, and domestic hot water
systems have the advantage of year-round usage, for annual
savings that impact system economics and ROI.
Combination (combi) systems, however, have seen much
slower market growth than their simpler cousins. This is due
to their inherent complexity, which involves the integration of multiple heating loads in a building and regulating
the interaction between solar and backup heating sources.

When system technology is packaged in a manner that is
easy to specify and install, the market size can be substantial,
as Table 1 illustrates. Conversely, when the system learning
curve is steep, as in the case of solar space heating systems,
the market remains largely untapped.
Solar space heating has great potential to become as popular as pool heating and domestic hot water systems have. For
this to happen, we need prepackaged, integrated solutions
that address system functions that currently require customization. Expanded federal solar tax credits,
state incentives and financing programs are
boosting interest in integrated systems. Other
advances, such as renewable energy credits
(RECs) for solar heat produced (analogous
to those enhancing PV system economics in
Collector type
Application
Sq. ft. shipped in 2007
many states), will make solar heating even
Low temperature
Pool heating
11,917,000
more affordable. It is likely that demand for
metallic and
Domestic hot water
4,000
integrated solar heating systems will increase,
nonmetallic
Space heating
63,000
and the possibility of dramatic industry growth
is great. Installers who have a good underMedium
Pool heating
158,000
standing of the technology and its applications
temperature
should see their businesses grow.
Domestic hot water
951,000
flat plate
Towards that end, in this article we focus
Combi-systems
68,000
on solar heat collectors—specifically glazed
hydronic collectors. For decades, these colTable 1 When system technology is packaged in a manner that is easy to
specify and install, the market size can be substantial. Conversely, when
lectors have proven themselves to be effective
the system learning curve is steep, as in the case of solar space heating
at providing hot liquid for a variety of heating
systems, the market remains largely untapped. The figure above indicates
applications, including domestic hot water
installation of only 354 combi-systems nationally. Energy Information Administra(DHW), hydronic (hot water) space heat, radition data from 2007, published in 2008
ant warm floors and year-round heated pools.

Square Footage of Collector Shipments in the US
by Type and Application
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Collector Efficiency
Solar collector thermal efficiency can be broadly defined as the
fraction of available solar energy converted into useful heat
during a known period of time. This value can be calculated—
by measurement or modeling—instantaneously, hourly, daily
or averaged in other ways. Divide the useful energy delivered
by the solar energy available and you get the efficiency, which
can be expressed as a decimal fraction or as a percent. It is
often referred to by the Greek letter Nu (η).
In sales literature, sometimes the only mention of efficiency is a single number, for example η=0.71. This might
lead you to expect that a given collector will always convert
71% of the solar energy into heat. In most cases, however, η
refers to the best possible theoretical efficiency for the collector in question, which is also known as the optical efficiency. This is the combined efficiency of the transparent
cover and the absorber, and it is identified more properly
by its own symbol (ηO). While it may be interesting to compare the optical efficiency of one collector to another, this
has little to do with its operational efficiency or heat output
when installed.
The thermal efficiency of a solar heat collector is not
static and cannot be accurately expressed as a single number. It changes with the operational conditions, such as
weather and temperature. This can make a fair comparison
of one collector to another difficult, since panels come in
different sizes, are made of different materials, and can be
used in countless different climates and temperature applications. Clearly there is a need for standard ways to test and
compare solar heat collectors; in the US, those standards are
maintained by the Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC).
Three main variables can affect the efficiency of any heat
collector during its normal operation:
• Collector fluid inlet temperature (Ti) in °F
• Outdoor ambient temperature (Ta) in °F
• Solar radiation intensity (irradiance, I) in Btu/hr/ft2
Ti is determined by the purpose of the system. For pool
heating, the temperature of the water returning from the
pool to the collectors may be around 80°–90°F. When the
system is directly heating a warm mass floor or hot tub,
the return fluid may be around 100°–120°F. When heating a
domestic water tank, the return fluid might be 120°–160°F.
When charging up a heat storage tank for fan coil, fin tube
applications or other higher temperature processes, the fluid
returning to the collector may be as high as 180°F.
Higher return temperatures have a negative effect on
collector efficiency. That is why the common wisdom among
solar designers has always been “A cool collector is an efficient collector.” When the collector stays cool on a sunny
60
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day, it means the coolant is carrying away the solar heat, so
it is not building up in the collector. Extremely hot collectors
can indicate a coolant flow failure, with corresponding collector efficiency near zero. Keeping your solar fluid cooler
results in a higher thermal collector efficiency, which means
more heating energy collected per day. One of our favorite
approaches for home heating is to use the concrete mass of
the warm floors to keep the collector fluid cool. In DHW systems, using a slightly larger hot water storage tank will keep
the solar fluid temperature cooler, as long as the design still
provides useful DHW temperatures under common local
weather conditions.
Warm Ta has a positive effect on solar heat collectors. The
warmer the weather is, the more efficient a collector will be.
This is because the undesirable heat loss—from the collector to the outdoors—is driven by the temperature difference
between the inside of the hot collector and the outdoor air.
Heat flows from hot to cold; the greater the difference, the
faster it flows. This is known as back loss from the collector—heat loss back to the ambient environment. It includes
the heat lost from the collector's glass cover, the insulated
back and the side frames of the enclosure around the hot
absorber plates, tubing and manifolds. Manufacturers take
great pains to reduce these back losses by careful design of
the glazing system, air or vacuum spaces, selective black
absorber surfaces that minimize heat loss by re-radiation
and insulation details.
Irradiance drives the solar heat collection process. All
other things being equal, the more intense the solar radiation, the higher the efficiency.
These three efficiency variables can be combined into
a single expression of collector performance known as the
inlet fluid parameter (p), which can be calculated as:
p = (Ti – Ta) ÷ I

The temperature difference is often called the delta T and
can be written as:
p = (Δt) ÷ I

The SRCC publishes the delta T using the symbol (P), so
the equation then appears as:
p = (P) ÷ I

Solar collector efficiency is most accurately expressed as
a function of this parameter. Testing facilities use this mathematical relationship to calculate solar collector efficiency
data, and it is available from most collector manufacturers.
This information is most commonly presented in the form of a
linear graph, as shown in Graph 1 (p. 62). c o n ti n u e d o n p a g e 6 2
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Solar Thermal Hydronics

1.0

on the SRCC Web site (see Resources),
which also provides a detailed list of the
Unglazed flat plate
test results for collectors available in the
0.8
US market (as long as the manufacturer
0.7
Glazed flat plate
applied for and received SRCC certifi0.6
cation). The list is continually updated
Evacuated tube
so that new products are listed as their
0.5
testing is completed.
Intercept = 0.52
0.4
Slope = –0.19
The scope of the SRCC program
0.3
includes solar heating systems for
swimming pools and recreational heatIntercept = 0.76
0.2
ing, space heating and water heating.
Slope = –0.82
Intercept = 0.86
0.1
Slope = –3.04
When testing and certifying solar heat
collectors, the SRCC follows the OG-100
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
standards. The OG-300 standards apply
when testing solar water heater sysTi – Ta
ºF x ft2 x hr
tems. The SRCC tests the durability of
Inlet fluid parameter
I
Btu
the solar equipment and determines
thermal performance under prescribed
Graph 1 Inlet fluid parameter presented as a linear graph. Adapted from idronics #3,
rating conditions. Following the same
January 2008, published by Caleffi Hydronic Solutions
standards for every solar product yields
reasonably comparable results.
The
following
documents
can be downloaded from the
SRCC publications provide a variety of collector test
SRCC
Web
site.
They
provide
specific
details and comparative
results, including the slope and the intercept data for each
results
for
the
collectors
and
water
heating systems tested
collector tested. The slope and the intercept allow you to draw
under
the
SRCC
certification
and
rating
programs.
a straight line on a graph that defines the collector efficiency
for any conditions of p. Graph 1 shows the efficiency of three
Summary of SRCC Certified Solar Collector and Water
different types of collectors: glazed flat plate, unglazed flat
Heating System Ratings: This publication lists abbreviplate and evacuated tube collectors. The slope is the (negaated
performance ratings for solar collectors and systive) rise over run of the line as it runs downhill to the right;
tems,
typically one line of results per product tested.
the intercept is the point found on the vertical axis.
Keep in mind that this represents the collector thermal
Directory of SRCC Certified Solar Collector Ratings: This
efficiency only, which is not to be confused with the system
publication
presents construction and rating informathermal efficiency. The system thermal efficiency is complition
on
certified
solar collectors. It is a more complete
cated by pump and control parasitic energy consumption,
listing
of
the
test
results, typically providing one page of
heat loss from piping, heat exchanger efficiencies and heat
results
for
each
product
tested.
storage losses, among other factors.
Collector thermal efficiency
(decimal %)

0.9

(

)(

SRCC Test Reports
In the US, the SRCC is the national clearinghouse for standard
comparative test results for solar heat collectors and packaged solar water heater systems. It was founded in 1980 as a
nonprofit organization with the primary purpose of developing and implementing certification programs and national
rating standards for solar energy equipment. The organization administers a certification, rating and labeling program
for solar collectors and for complete solar water heating
systems. Rating and labeling has become more important to
installers and owners in recent years because solar tax credit
rules in the US generally require an SRCC rating.
All these ratings can be found in the SRCC database,
organized side by side for easy comparison. This data is free
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Directory of SRCC Certified Solar Water Heating System Ratings: This publication presents schematics and
ratings for certified solar water heating systems, typically one page of information per solar water heater
system tested.
Annual Performance of OG-300 Certified Systems: This
publication provides estimated annual performance of
SRCC certified systems for various locations. It compares
the performance of solar water heater systems in different US cities.
If you are new to the SRCC test reports and interested in comparing solar collectors, we c o n ti n u e d o n p a g e 6 4

®

Discover the benefits of our dependable
solar hot water innovations.
Simply put, Heliodyne products keep working. Thousands of systems installed in the
late 1970’s are still running smoothly. What’s more, their “plug & play” designs
mean less installation time and a better bottom line for your business. And like all
our products, the GOBI® solar collector (featured above) is made in the USA, and
comes factory-tested to 300 psi, with hassle-free American fittings. With so many
innovative designs, and dedicated service & support, we’re a dependable leader you
can trust. So enjoy the benefits of a better tomorrow, by giving us a call today.

Visit us at www.heliodyne.com, or call 1.888.878.8750 for information about us and our products.

See us at SOLAR POWER INTERNATIONAL 2009 • October 27-29 • Anaheim, CA • Booth # 2476

Heliodyne, Inc. • 4910 Seaport Avenue • Richmond, CA 94804
T: 510.237.9614 • T: 1.888.878.8750 • F: 510.237.7018
Information & Support: info@heliodyne.com
Sales Inquiries: sales@heliodyne.com
www.heliodyne.com
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recommend starting with the Summary of SRCC Certified
Solar Collector and Water Heating System Ratings, which
presents two useful collector ratings:
• Linear efficiency graph results (given as a slope and
an intercept) per square foot of collector

results include not only the slope and intercept of the linear collector efficiency graph but also the heat output of the
collector under five different standard temperature and three
different solar irradiance conditions. These ratings represent
solar heating jobs that range from very easy to very difficult
and are presented in the following simplified categories:

• Daily collector heat output in “Category C” conditions (moderate operating conditions), allowing a
quick comparison of heat delivery when comparing
one collector to another
For the most comprehensive listing of SRCC collector
ratings, refer to the Directory of SRCC Certified Solar Collector Ratings, which is packed with useful data. Each page
contains heat output test results, the gross area, the net
aperture area, weights and capacities, construction materials, and the pressure drop through the collector at various
flow rates. The real meat of the test outcomes appears as efficiency equation results, which are explained in detail below.
Finally, each page includes incident angle test results that
can be used to model the performance of the collector when
the sun is not directly facing it.
We have created an Excel spreadsheet that contains data
for most of the SRCC listed glazed solar heat collectors. The
data for each individual collector is summarized on one line
for easy comparison. The file is available for download at
solarprofessional.com/webexclusive.
Making Sense of SRCC Ratings
The OG-100 standard for each solar collector includes a test
to prove that the collector can stand up to high temperature solar stagnation and other harsh conditions. The final

Category A: pool heating (warm climate) Ti − Ta = −9°F
Category B: pool heating (cool climate) Ti − Ta = 9°F
Category C: water heating (warm climate) Ti − Ta = 36°F
Category D: water heating (cool climate) Ti − Ta = 90°F
Category E: water heating (cold climate) Ti − Ta = 144°F
Results from each category are presented for three solar
irradiance conditions defined as follows:
Clear day: 2,000 Btu per square foot per day
Mildly cloudy: 1,500 Btu per square foot per day
Cloudy day: 1,000 Btu per square foot per day
A collector that is capable of producing heat under all
of these standard test conditions will have 15 optional heat
output ratings; see Table 2 for an example. In a briefer summary included in the Summary of SRCC Certified Solar Collector and Water Heating System Ratings, and shown on the
collector specific stickers, only Category C, Clear day results
are given for quick comparison.
The SRCC provides information like that shown in Table
2 to help you choose the right performance rating from
the table’s grid. The fine print just below the grid can also
help guide you to the right heating category. For example,
if you are doing water heating in a cool winter climate, the
fine print guides you to Category D. The c o n ti n u e d o n p a g e 6 6

Excerpt from SRCC OG-100 Certification Results
COLLECTOR THERMAL PERFORMANCE RATING

A

(-5°C)

B

Thousands of Btu Per Panel Per Day

CLEAR
DAY
23 MJ/m2-d

MILDLY
CLOUDY
17 MJ/m2-d

CLOUDY
DAY
11 MJ/m2-d

41

31

21

CATEGORY
(Ti-Ta)

A

(-9°C)

CLEAR
DAY
2000
Btu/ft2-d

MILDLY
CLOUDY
1500
Btu/ft2-d

CLOUDY
DAY
1000
Btu/ft2-d

39

29

20

(5°C)

37

27

17

B

(9°C)

35

26

16

C (20°C)

32

22

12

C

(36°C)

30

21

11

D (50°C)

21

12

3

D

(90°C)

20

11

3

E (80°C)

11

–

E (144°C)

10

3

A-Pool Heating (Warm Climate)

3
B-Pool Heating (Cool Climate)

C-Water Heating (Warm Climate)

D-Water Heating (Cool Climate)

–
E-Air Conditioning

Table 2 A collector that is capable of producing heat under all of the SRCC’s standard test conditions will have 15 distinct heat
output ratings, presented in both megajoules and Btu per panel per day.
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Megajoules Per Panel Per Day
CATEGORY
(Ti-Ta)

Riverside Correctional Facility
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

A Buderus Solar System

Case Study

See us at Solar Power
International in Anaheim
Oct 27-29 Booth 2376

The “greening” of a prison facility through the
installation of a Buderus solar thermal system
Since December 24, 2008, 800 inmates of Riverside Correctional Facility
have been in hot water, but not of their own making. This hot water is made
by a Buderus solar thermal system, which is estimated to save the City of
Philadelphia $1.1 million and prevent one million pounds of carbon emissions
over the estimated 25-year life of the system.
Unveiled on December 4, 2008 by Philadelphia Mayor Michael A. Nutter,
this is the first solar thermal system installed in a large urban jail in the U.S.
and is one project towards the Mayor’s goal for Philadelphia to become
the greenest city in America. The system was paid for with $400,000 from
the prison system’s budget (spread over 3 years) with additional funding
of $265,000 from the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability. It is expected to
completely pay for itself in 8 –10 years.
The Riverside Correctional Facility, a multi-building complex, is the central
intake for all women sent to jail in Philadelphia. The solar system was
installed on one building with an average daily population of 800 that had
recurring water heater failures. One project challenge was making the
transition to the new system without interrupting the existing hot water
service for personal hygiene, laundry, and cleaning. Another challenge was
the limited existing boiler room space.
The Buderus solar system replaced 15-year-old direct-fired water heaters
with 45 roof-top solar collectors, 15 indirect storage tanks, 2 dual-fuel backup boilers, and associated controller and pumps. The solar panels transfer
their heat to a closed, antifreeze-filled system, with “overheat protection”
set to 265°F. The heat is transferred via dual coils to the water in the storage
tanks. The back-up boilers provide additional heat, if needed, and are dualfuel to take advantage of the lowest energy costs.
50 Wentworth Ave., Londonderry, NH 03053
1-800-Buderus
www.buderus.net
www.buderussolar.com

Comfortable. Efficient. Intelligent Heating.

Project Quick Facts
Project Partners

ØØ
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
ØØ
Ø
Ø
ØØ
Ø
Ø
Ø
ØØ

U.S. Facilities, Phila. - Facility Management
Herman Goldner Company, Phila. - Contractor
Contact: Jim Childs, 267-346-2987
J. Lorber Company, Phila. - Distributor
Contact: Bruce Kershaw, 215-791-2783
Philadelphia Mayor’s Office of Sustainability
Michael A. Nutter, Mayor

Equipment
45 Buderus SKS 4.0 Flat Plate Collectors,
mounted in 2 rows at a 40˚ angle facing SSE
15 105-gallon Buderus Logalux SM400 Dual Coil
Indirect Storage Tanks
2 Buderus G515 1 million BTU Dual-Fuel Boilers
15 Buderus KS0120 Solar Pump Stations
Buderus TR0310 U Solar Controller

Cost
$665,000

Savings
1st Year: $54,974
8-Year: $673,295 (based on 20% energy cost
increase)
10-Year: $712,863 (based on 10% energy cost
increase)
$1.1 million over estimated service life of
25 years
1 million pounds carbon emissions

Project Size
1 building, 200,000 ft2
800 inmates average daily population
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SRCC also provides figures Graph 2 SRCC heating category and irradiance data allow designers to create graphical
quantifying Btu/ft2 per day representations of collector efficiency in various heating categories.
for various locations across
1.0
the US. If you are working in
Category B—pool heating (cool climate) T – T = 9ºF
Albuquerque for example,
0.9
the average solar radiation
Category C—water heating (warm climate) T – T = 36ºF
0.8
is over 2,000 Btu/ft2 per day.
Category D—water heating (cool climate) T – T = 90ºF
The value on the Table 2 grid
0.7
that corresponds to this is
Category E—water heating
Glazed flat plate
0.6
(cold climate) T – T = 144ºF
20,000 Btu per panel per day
0.5
for this particular collector.
Evacuated tube
Using this number informs
0.4
the number of panels needed
0.3
to provide enough heat for
Unglazed flat plate
your application.
0.2
Graph 2 includes the
0.1
heating category data and
0
the irradiance data from
0
1.0
0.25
0.50
0.75
Table 2 to show the collecT
–
T
tor efficiency data in various
ºF x ft x hr
Cooler fluid, warmer and sunnier weather
Hotter fluid, colder and cloudier weather
I
Btu
solar heating categories. The
Inlet fluid parameter
rectangular blue boxes on
the graph represent solar/
temperature categories. The left side of each blue box repreCollector #1: 21,000 Btu/$387 = 54 Btu/dollar
sents the warmer/sunnier locations in the US. The right side
Collector #2: 33,000 Btu/$675 = 49 Btu/dollar
of each blue box represents the coldest/cloudiest locations.
For example, if you have a Category C heating job, the collecCollector #1 is the better buy, based on performance under
tors shown in Graph 2 will perform to the left side of the Cat- the test conditions alone. The higher the number of Btu per
egory C box in Albuquerque or Los Angeles and to the right dollar, the more cost effective the collector—all other things
side of the box in Seattle or Boston.
being equal.
Linear efficiency graphs. The SRCC collector efficiency
Using the Ratings
results do not include the actual graphs, but rather they
Solar thermal systems designers can use the SRCC data to provide the mathematical descriptions that allow you
optimize system design and performance estimates in vari- to plot your own graphs. For example, you could develop
ous ways.
a spreadsheet to draw the graphs for you. Graph 1 (p. 62)
Comparing collector heat output and cost. The SRCC heat has some points labeled as “slope” and “intercept” to indioutput rating is very easy to use. If one collector puts out 33 cate how those numbers apply to the lines on a graph. The
kBtu per day and another puts out 21 kBtu per day, the win- slope is the rise over the run, just like the slope of a roof.
ner might seem obvious. However, you still need to consider For example, a slope of −0.5 means that as a line is plotted
if the collector sizes are similar and if there are significant from 0 to 1 on the horizontal (x) axis, it drops by 0.5 units
differences in cost, mounting hardware or piping hardware. on the vertical (y) axis. The intercept is the point where the
The SRCC provides the following example to show how sloping line crosses the vertical axis and defines the optical
to compare the energy output for each dollar spent on efficiency (ηO). Since efficiency graphs always drop downdifferent collectors. How many Btu does a dollar buy if wards as they move to the right, they always have a negative
spent on Collector #1 versus Collector #2? You can answer slope even though the minus sign is sometimes missing in
this question by dividing the energy output by the cost of data listings.
the collector.
Linear efficiency is based on the formula:
For example, you are considering a solar water heating
application. Collector #1 has a rating in Category C ( for
η = A + B (Δt ÷ Ι)
water heating) under the correct climate column of 21,000
Btu (per collector panel per day). Collector #1 sells for $387. where η = collector efficiency; A = intercept = ηO = optical
Collector #2 is rated at 33,000 Btu; it sells for $675. Thus:
efficiency; B = slope (negative); and (Δt ÷ Ι) = p = (P) ÷ I.
i

a

a

Collector thermal efficiency
(decimal %)

i

i

i

(
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The slope and intercept values provided by the SRCC tests
can be plotted as shown in Graphs 1 and 2, then compared.
Graphs 1 and 2 each show three sample linear efficiency
curves, and the comparison is striking. We can see the efficiency of a glazed flat plate collector compared to an evacuated tube collector and an unglazed flat plate collector. As
you move to the right, the value of p (the inlet fluid parameter) increases, which means more severe conditions for our
collectors, such as colder ambient air, hotter inlet fluid and
more cloudiness.
For the sample collectors in Graph 2, the glazed flat
plate collector (red) performs with a higher efficiency than
the evacuated tube collector (green) anywhere to the left of
p=0.40. Both of these collectors are from the same manufacturer. This is a compelling reason why we still use a lot of
flat plate collectors in northern New Mexico, since our solar
heating conditions are typically on the left side of this graph
and flat plate panels are generally lower in cost per square
foot. If the price of an evacuated tube collector is much
higher than a flat plate collector, the extra expense may not
be worth it unless you are to the right side of Category D or
into the Category E area.
Gross area vs. aperture area. The SRCC uses the gross area

of the collectors in its calculations. Flat plate collectors typically have a higher ratio of absorber plate area per square foot
of gross collector area than do evacuated tube collectors. The
latter usually require more roof area to accommodate a given
amount of absorber plate surface. The gross area is the size
of the top face of the collector, including the frames and the
space between the tubes. It defines the amount of real estate
that the panel will occupy. The gross area is not the same as
the net aperture, which is the size of the glass or other glazing
material through which sunlight can enter. Nor is it the same
as the absorber surface area, which can be even smaller than
the glass surface.
In Europe, a testing standard allows aperture area and
absorber area to be compared. This kind of data is available,
for example, on the Solar Keymark Web site (see Resources).
We used this data for the orange line on Graph 3 (p. 68), which
shows how much difference there is between efficiency calculated using the aperture versus gross area for one evacuated
tube collector. Manufacturer generated sales literature is not
always consistent—published values may be based on either
gross area or aperture area. When evaluating any collector’s
performance, make sure to read the fine print. You should keep
in mind that the efficiency, based on either gross or net area,

Balance of System Solutions for PV Integrators. Cables, Combiners,
Fuse Boxes as well as Performance Monitoring Solutions.
For details on SolarBOS products and solutions, simply send an
email to newproducts@solarbos.com or call us at 925.456.7744.

www.solarbos.com
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1.0

Collector thermal efficiency
(decimal %)

Whether you use the
SRCC data pages or plot
0.9
Unglazed flat plate
the efficiency graphs,
0.8
you can see that this data
Evacuated tube, aperture area
0.7
allows useful comparisons between collectors.
0.6
Glazed flat plate
Keep in mind that while
0.5
the graph data is normal0.4
ized per square foot of
Evacuated tube, gross area
collector, the heat output
0.3
data is not. The heat out0.2
put grids show the heat
0.1
output of each collector,
and some collectors are
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
0
100
bigger than others. You
can divide the heat out(Tm – Ta [K])
put by the collector area
Inlet fluid parameter, ºK; Tm equals mean collector fluid temperature; Ta equals ambient temperature.
to make a comparison per
square foot. In the online
Graph 3 Collector efficiency: second order curves Graphs that account for the temperature
table, this calculation has
dependence of a given collector allow for more precise efficiency curves. Examples plotted here
been done for you for each
are based on an irradiance of 800 W per square meter. Adapted from a spreadsheet by Jan Erik Nielsen, Solar
listed collector.
Keymark, European Solar Thermal Industry Federation (ESTIF), 2006
The SRCC data is
obviously very useful
is not a substitute for a collector’s estimated output under the but your choice of collector should not be based on this
conditions of independent testing.
alone. Your decision should also include reliability, compatEfficiency curves. Another set of SRCC test results allows ibility and serviceability as well as hardware accessories and
an even closer look at solar heat collector efficiency. Some installation details that enhance successful installation. It
collectors are more sensitive to extreme cold temperatures, is always a good idea to talk to someone who has a couple of
and a second order efficiency equation is needed to docu- years experience with the solar product you are considering
ment that effect. The SRCC publishes these second order to find out how it holds up and performs in your climate.
results, which can be used to plot nonlinear efficiency curves
using the efficiency equation:
X Web excl usive A comprehensive table that contains data for
SRCC is published
Excel format and available for download at solarprofessional.com/
webexclusive. The data for each collector is summarized on one line for
easy comparison.
most of the glazed solar heat collectors listed by

η= A + B (Δt ÷ Ι) + C (Δt)2 ÷ Ι

where: η = collector efficiency; A = intercept = ηO = optical
efficiency; B = slope (negative); C = second order heat loss
coefficient; (Δt ÷ Ι) = p = (P) ÷ I; and (Δt)2 ÷ Ι = (P2) ÷ I.
The variable (C) is a heat loss coefficient that identifies temperature dependence. The heat loss of a collector depends on
the temperature, and high values of C indicate a large temperature influence or a collector that reacts badly to extreme temperatures. The higher the value of C the more hooked-nosed
the efficiency curve becomes. Graph 3 shows some typical efficiency curves based on this equation. Temperature dependence
has its greatest effect to the right of the graph, which is where
the most challenging conditions exist—extreme temperatures,
high delta T and very hot fluid. Under moderate conditions in
the middle and left of the graph, the linear efficiency plot is typically good enough for comparison purposes.
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g C O N TAC T
Bristol Stickney / Cedar Mountain Solar / Santa Fe, NM /
deltat@cedarmountainsolar.com / cedarmountainsolar.com
Boaz Soifer / Cedar Mountain Solar / Santa Fe, NM /
deltat@cedarmountainsolar.com / cedarmountainsolar.com

Resources
Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC) / 321.638.1537 /
solar-rating.org
Solar Keymark / estif.org/solarkeymark
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The Resurgence of

Microinverter
Technology
By Ron Burden and Joe Schwartz
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Microinverters provide
system designers with
alternatives to the
traditional centralized
inverter approach.

T

Co u r t es y e2 p o w ered . c om

he emergence of decentralized inverter or
maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
equipment has set the industry abuzz in
recent months. Several companies have
either introduced or are in the process of
developing components that enable moduleor string-level optimization, power processing or both. This development may result in
a fundamental shift in the way some PV systems are designed, what
components are specified and how systems are installed. The microinverter (micro) is the first technology in this product class to make
significant inroads into the US PV market.
THE CASE FOR MICROS
Photovoltaic arrays are subject to continually, and often rapidly,
changing conditions that include irradiance, temperature and shading patterns. These parameters create current/voltage (I-V) curves
that are both dynamic and complex. Additional obstacles to optimal
energy harvest, like module mismatch, are built into systems from
day one.
Over the past decade, the dominant trend in string and central
inverter designs has been higher power equipment. Today, inverters
used in residential applications typically range from 4 kW to 11.4 kW;
250 kW, 500 kW and even 1 MW inverters are often specified in power
plant–scale projects. Higher power inverters drive down the cost
per kW processed; but as the capacity of the inverter increases, the
granularity of array MPPT necessarily decreases. If optimal energy
harvest rather than lowest installed cost is the goal, bigger may in
fact not always be better.
Proponents of decentralized system topologies argue that while
gains in inverter conversion efficiency are close to topping out, significant throughput gains can still be wrung out of photovoltaic systems
through optimization at the string or module level. Instead of a single
inverter tracking the MPP of dozens, hundreds or even thousands of
modules, solutions such as microinverters allow for optimization at
the most basic level—a single PV module.
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Microinverter Technolog y

Before and after In the “before” photo, Enphase microinverters are shown preattached to ProSolar rail and centered where
each Sharp NE-170 module will mount. There are six branch circuits of 24 inverters (208 Vac). Meridian Solar chose micros for
this project because the barrel vaulted roof varies from 3° tilt for the row at the crown to 32° tilt for the row at the eaves.

Decentralized approaches minimize the financial impact
of component failures and system downtime. Many engineers currently employ multiple string or central inverters
that segment a system’s power processing. With this design
approach, equipment failures or scheduled maintenance will
impact only portions of the system. Microinverters push the
segmented approach further. In a microinverter based system an inverter failure reduces system production by only
one module, while the rest of the array continues to produce
power unabated.
MICROINVERTER TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION
Prior to the introduction of Enphase Energy’s microinverters in 2008, the “in the field” history of micros in the US was
limited. Two companies, neither of which currently manufacture microinverters, brought products to market in the
late 1990s: Ascension Technology and Netherlands based
NKF Electronics.
Miles Russell and Edward Kern from Ascension Technology developed the 300 W SunSine microinverter, which was
paired with an ASE 300 W module. SCHOTT Solar eventually
acquired Ascension, and the SunSine product was sidelined
during the transition. The introduction of the SMA SB700,
a 700 W inverter that filled a similar small grid-tied system
niche, influenced this decision.
NKF Electronics developed the OK4 inverter line, which
Trace Engineering brought to the US in the late 1990s. The
UL listed Trace MicroSine was short lived, however: Changes
in UL 1741 requirements, relatively soft sales due in part to
high cost per watt compared to the string inverter products
that were becoming readily available and reliability issues
influenced Trace’s decision to pull the plug on the project in
the early 2000s. Over 80,000 of NKF Electronics’s OK4 inverters were sold worldwide before Optelecom, a video solutions
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provider, absorbed the company and shut down its microinverter efforts.
While these two early microinverters never gained anything close to significant inverter market share, micro manufacturer Enphase Energy has recently proven that a market
does exist for these products. So what changed in the last
decade? PV industry veteran Sam Vanderhoof was involved,
to varying degrees, with both the SunSine and MicroSine
projects, as well as some of the current micro products. He
sums it up: “In many ways, the potential benefits of microinverters and distributed array optimization are the same now
as those promised in the late 1990s. Advances in power electronics and monitoring functionality, coupled with the sheer
size of the current PV market, allow companies to gain traction in ways that were not possible a decade ago. The market
is ready for micros.”
CURRENT MICROINVERTER ENVIRONMENT
Two manufacturers, Enphase Energy and Petra Solar, currently have micro equipment in production and being
deployed in the field. A few additional micro developers are
on the radar, and numerous others are in the R&D phase.
Enphase Energy. Petaluma, California based Enphase
Energy was founded in 2006, released its first generation
microinverters in July 2008, and has shipped over 100,000
units to date. Enphase’s successful launch was aided by the
company’s ability to offer module level monitoring via its
Envoy Energy Management Unit and Enlighten Web based
analytics and visualization package. Enphase micros are
currently limited to the 60 Hz North American market
and include 175 W and 190 W units. In July 2009, Enphase
announced its M210, 210 W ac microinverter, which is optimized for use with Sanyo N series modules and has a CEC
rated efficiency of 95.5%. Enphase plans c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 4
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to have this product available in September 2009. Enphase to bring a listed module and inverter product to market in
micros carry a 15-year limited warranty and are designed the future.
to operate at full power at temperatures as high as 150°F.
Petra Solar. Headquartered in South Plainfield, New Jer- RELIABILITY IS PARAMOUNT
sey, Petra Solar has been supplying microinverters to util- With the short-term history of the current microinverter
ity customers under nondisclosure agreements for more products, considerable apprehension exists regarding prodthan a year. Petra recently made its efforts public when it uct reliability. Because inverters generally fail at a higher
announced plans to deploy 40 MW of single module, util- rate than other PV components, the warranty for a centrality pole–mounted systems using its SunWave micro. The ized inverter is typically 5 to 15 years, whereas the rest of the
systems will be owned and operated by New Jersey util- system can carry a warranty of up to 25 years. The fact that
ity PSE&G. Petra’s product suite includes the SunWave AC microinverters are typically located in rooftop installations—
Module and the SunWave Communications system, which where high ambient temperatures are the norm, and any
allows centralized management of megawatts of single necessary replacement is likely time consuming—amplifies
pole-mounted systems. Petra appears to be positioning itself some integrators’ reluctance to embrace the technology. This
for upcoming Smart Grid technologies, according to its conservative stance is in many ways warranted.
sales literature: “Remote monitoring and control is achieved
Over the years, integrators have taken their fair share of
through an integrated communications network that cre- lumps due to inverter failures. While the reliability of invertates an IP-based Smart Grid backbone when deployed in ers has seen significant improvement in recent years, many
large scale.” Petra is expected to make its product available seasoned PV professionals are still wary of distributing what
for commercial and residential scale applications.
is typically the least reliable component at a module-by-modSolarBridge Technologies. In May 2009, SolarBridge Tech- ule level. Doing so significantly increases the sheer number
nologies announced it was seeking to raise $10–15 million of the one component that is most likely to fail. Says Geoff
in investment capital. Formerly SmartSpark Energy Sys- Greenfield, owner of Third Sun in Athens, Ohio, “Any of us in
tems, Austin, Texas based SolarBridge focuses exclusively the industry have our stories of being ‘burned’ with a failed
on microinverters and associated
or subpar product. For instance,
data monitoring solutions for PV
our company is still changing
applications. The company is tarout inverters that were installed
geting Q4 2009 for the release of its
years ago, and the manufacturer
microinverter, which is designed to
has gone out of business. This was
be the power-processing compoafter careful due diligence. We
nent of listed PVAC modules.
were in good company—even SieGreenRay. Based in Westford, Masmens was bundling this inverter
sachusetts, GreenRay announced in
into its system packages.” GreenJuly 2009 that it had raised $2 million
field is referring to the Advanced
in investment for manufacturing and
Energy GC-1000 inverter.
distributing a PVAC module. Initial
Power inversion at single modmarketing efforts will be aimed at the
ule voltage levels reduces inverter
residential segment. GreenRay was
stress and allows for a streamlined
founded in 2006 by a group of former
component architecture. This has
SCHOTT Solar employees and is led
emboldened micro manufacturers
by CEO Miles Russell. Russell was
to offer robust warranties on their
instrumental in the design and marproducts. SolarBridge states that
ket development of the Ascension
its microinverter will carry a 25SunSine microinverter. The company
year warranty. The 15 year warranty
has not yet announced a timeline for
of the Enphase micros effectively
product release.
matches the longest warranties
Communications gateway This Enphase
Exeltech. With a long track record Envoy gateway is installed outdoors in a NEMA 4 offered by string inverter manuof inverter manufacturing for tele- enclosure and communicates with the micros
facturers. In addition, Enphase
com and other stand-alone markets, on the roof over ac wiring, using a proprietary
has been marketing a mean time
Exeltech has been beta testing its powerline carrier system. A standard Etherbetween failure (MTBF) value of
own microinverter solution. The Fort net cable is used to make the connection to a
over 300 years. MTBF should not
Worth, Texas based company plans broadband router.
be confused c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 6
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Monitoring micros The Web based Enphase Enlighten
monitoring system provides unprecedented transparency
and granularity into PV system performance. In this screenshot, module mismatch, dissimilar orientation or other
transient conditions result in per module output power ranging from 120 to 131 W. In some cases, significant variation
exists even within a single row where all the modules share a
common tilt angle.

with the expected life of an inverter; it indicates the statistical probability that a unit will fail under specific operating
and environmental conditions. In some ways the introduction of MTBF to the conversation has muddied the waters,
since MTBF values for string inverters are not readily available for comparison. The bottom line for installers should be
the length of a product’s warranty; the associated fine print; a
company’s reputation for service and technical support; and,
to the extent it can be determined, whether the company will
be in business and handling claims over the duration of the
warranty.
THE CURRENT MICRO MARKET NICHE
System component packages that include Enphase inverters are being introduced to reduce the learning curve for
ac electricians new to PV system design and installation.
In addition, integrators are generally employing Enphase
microinverters in specific applications where there is a clear
benefit to the approach. These include sites with localized
shading or roofs with multiple hips, valleys and orientations.
Integrators have found that the Enphase system’s granular
monitoring capability has boosted sales.
The selective pattern for specifying microinverter based
systems is in part due to a relatively severe undersupply of Enphase products. However, in May 2009, Enphase
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announced it had secured $22.5 million in new financing.
“We are experiencing exceptional demand for our microinverter systems. This financing will be used to ramp up manufacturing, accelerate new product development and expand
into new geographic markets,” says Paul Nahi, Enphase
Energy president and CEO. The company announced in
July 2009 that it had successfully completed a manufacturing platform shift and would be producing thousands of
units each month in an effort to meet demand and reduce
lead times.
Minimizing the impact of localized shading. Thorough shade
analysis will always be an indispensable first step in system
sales and design. However, microinverters do change the
game to a degree. Module series string configurations are
significantly impacted by such factors as shading, soiling,
orientation and module mismatch. System designers who
seek to maximize energy harvest at a less than ideal site find
the distributed architecture of a microinverter system to
be advantageous. Shade producing obstacles like chimneys
have less impact on micro systems with module level MPPT.
Higher density roof coverage may be possible at shade challenged sites with micro systems compared to string inverter
based designs.
Travis Moller, a commercial sales manager with Austin,
Texas based Meridian Solar defines the micro niche: “I see
space-constrained residential roof areas with partial shading
issues from chimneys, utility poles and so on, and multiple
roof area orientations as the primary market. Additionally, I
see potential for microinverters on multitenant housing to
configure a larger array to feed multiple units when space for
multiple string inverters may not be available.”
Simplifying design and installation. Two basic approaches
are under way throughout the PV industry to meet the
expected installer workforce demand. The first is to train
electricians in standard system design and installation. The
second, which jibes well with microinverter based systems,
is to simplify system design and installation to flatten the
learning curve. Micro products eliminate the more complex aspects of system design—string sizing, inverter MPPT
ranges, calculations based on historical ambient temperatures and the like all go out the window. What is left on the
design side are calculations that ac electricians are intimately familiar with, including circuit ampacity, disconnect
and conductor sizing.
Prepackaged microinverter systems could potentially
streamline sales and installation. Akeena Solar began shipping a microinverter version of its Andalay preengineered
system in May 2009. Over the next 2 years, Akeena expects
to include 100,000 Enphase microinverters in the Andalay
product. The Andalay micro system currently uses SunTech
modules; however, the company is actively seeking other
module manufacturing partners. c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 8
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On a smaller scale, Hawaii Energy Connection (HEC) has
installed over 140 integrated solar power systems using Enphase
microinverters. This volume makes HEC one of the more experienced Enphase installers at present. Its KumuKit product
includes two standardized packages with array capacities of
875 W and 1.75 kW. HEC has also installed three small commercial 3-phase systems with Enphase inverters in the 12–14 kW
range. The packaged approach used by HEC and Akeena will
likely gain traction as micros gain market acceptance.
Decreased installation time? While microinverters clearly
simplify system design, the jury is still out on installation
time saving. HEC’s Chris DeBone shares his experience:
“There is not much labor savings for our residential kit
packages. Our installation teams install a 10-panel system
in about 6 hours, but the customer is getting about 10%
more production [ from the Enphase systems] plus a cleaner
installation. Our customers like the fact that there is no large
string inverter mounted on the side of the house.”
Meridian Solar’s Moller was recently involved in a 25 kW
Enphase installation—the first project utilizing micros in
Austin Energy’s service territory. He states, “There was a
bit of a learning
curve associated with installing
Enphase,
DPWSolarPro7.12x4.62Oct09 hires.pdf
7/23/09
4:26:51 PM
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and the installation took a little longer than usual due to
the challenging roof area. Overall, the Enphase product
takes about the same installation time as a string inverter
system. My understanding is that there may be more
potential time and cost savings available for smaller residential systems with fewer circuits than there was with this
somewhat larger installation.”
James Reismiller, owner of Abundant Solar in Corvallis, Oregon, echoes other installers we surveyed: “In certain
jurisdictions, there may be a reduction in installation costs,
but with our regulations in Oregon, that has not been true
of our experience. For example, some jurisdictions do not
require conduit for the ac wiring. Also, some utilities do not
require the installation of certain equipment such as a roof
mounted disconnect.”
When and if the industry reaches the point of developing
PVAC products in which the module and inverter are factory
integrated, it is likely that a reduction in installation time
will be realized.
Monitoring advantages. Enphase’s Web based monitoring
system is a strong selling point for many integrators. HEC’s
DeBone states, “90% of our customers c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 8 0
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use the Enlighten monitoring system. We actually had a customer find a defective PV module in a string of 15. We would
never have known that one panel was producing below its
manufacturing tolerance if a string rather than microinverter approach was used. That one panel would have lowered the production of the entire string of modules.”
Meridian Solar’s Moller had a positive experience during the bidding phase of a recent Enphase project. “The
data monitoring package and module-level clarity was a
big bonus in the client’s mind. They are [members of ] an
architectural firm specializing in schools and see it as a tool
to use when introducing solar to their clients.” Moller continues, “Providing the Enphase option did make our proposal and attention to detail stand out among the other bids
they solicited.”
THE NEC AND MICROINVERTERS
The NEC specifically addresses ac modules: Article 690.6(A)
states the requirements of Article 690 pertaining to PV source
circuits shall not apply to ac modules, and that the PV source
circuit, conductors and inverters should be considered as
internal wiring of the PVAC module. The output of a PVAC
module is considered an inverter output circuit per Article
690.6(B). A number of PVAC modules may be connected on
the same circuit, according to ampacity limitations, but the
circuit must be dedicated to the PVAC module(s) and terminate at a dedicated circuit breaker according to Article
690.6(C). The micro products currently available do not
technically qualify as PVAC modules as defined by the NEC
because the inverter and module do not carry a single UL
product listing. However, this minor disparity has not caused
significant permitting issues in the field.
John Wiles addresses PVAC modules in Photovoltaic Power
Systems and the National Electrical Code: Suggested Practices,
published in 2005. Wiles states, “There are no external dc circuits in the PVAC module, and none of the dc code requirements apply. Unlisted combinations of small listed inverters mated to listed dc PV modules do not qualify as a PVAC
module and will have to have all code-required dc switchgear,
overcurrent and ground-fault equipment added.”
The Enphase microinverter is designed to be a stand-alone
unit. This enables integrators to utilize the product in combination with most off-the-shelf modules, rather than being
limited to a specific listed module and inverter pairing. However, this strategy appears to contradict the requirements of
Article 690.6 to some degree. We followed up with Wiles, and
he clarified that, in his interpretation, the Enphase product
does meet NEC requirements. Wiles states, “1. The module
connectors can serve as the dc disconnects. 2. The inverter
has a ground fault protection device. 3. The Code does not
require any overcurrent protection when there is no source of
overcurrents that exceed the module series protective fuse.”
80
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Marv Dargatz, Enphase Energy director of engineering,
expands on the intent of the NEC: “The dc disconnect requirements contained in Article 690 are clearly intended for multiple module arrangements. Article 690.13 states that you must
provide means to disconnect all current-carrying conductors
of a photovoltaic power source from all other conductors
in a building. By the very nature of the microinverter, there
is no mixing of dc source wiring with the building wiring.
The Enphase microinverter connecting to a single module is
clearly not a traditional string inverter and is closer in concept
to the PVAC module as defined in 690.2. In addition, the dialog
and explanation in 690.14(B) states that, ‘there is no intent or
requirement to have a disconnecting means located in each
PV source circuit or located physically at each PV module.’
Finally, the 2008 NEC has added 690.33 to allow module connectors of the latching or locking type and requiring a tool for
opening to disconnect the dc.”
MOVING FORWARD
In a paper presented at the 2nd World Conference and Exhibition on Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conversion held in Vienna,
Austria, in 1998, Henk Oldenkamp, developer of the OK4
inverter, stated, “In order to make ac modules a serious option,
more attention should be given to the integration of the ac module inverter with the PV module itself.” Eleven years later, PVAC
products in which the inverter is truly integrated with the module have yet to be introduced to the mass PV market. However,
product integration is clearly moving in that direction.
String and central inverters will undoubtedly hold the
overwhelming share of the inverter market for the foreseeable future. These products have proven to be reliable and
cost effective. Outside of beta programs, today’s micros have
logged less than 2 years of field time. One cannot help but
wonder if they, too, will disappear like the microinverters
introduced in the late 1990s. Will the current generation of
micros represent a dead-end shoot on the industry’s evolutionary tree? It is possible, but in our opinion, not likely.
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Interview

An Experienced Perspective

Blake Jones, Namasté Solar
Rocky Mountain Integrator Shines on National Stage
lake Jones is the president of
Namasté Solar, a Boulder,
Colorado based PV systems integrator.
Blake cofounded Namasté Solar in early
2005, implementing a unique business
plan that emphasizes conscientious
business practices, holistic wealth and
employee ownership. Four years later,
Namasté has grown from three to 55
co-owners; it is a market leader in
Colorado, with a portfolio of more than
750 projects totaling more than 4 MW.
On February 17, 2009, Blake introduced
President Barack Obama at the signing
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in Denver.
—SolarPro Senior Technical Editor
David Brearley reached Blake by phone
to learn more about Namasté Solar and
its recipe for success.

DB: What are the market conditions in
Colorado that have enabled Namasté
Solar to grow from three employees in
2005 to 55 employees 4 years later?

BJ: Our grid-connected PV market got
started with the passage of [Colorado’s] Amendment 37 in November
2004. At the time, it was the 19th or
20th state RES [renewable energy
standard] or RPS [renewable portfolio
standard] to pass. It was significant
because it was the first one passed by
voters, as opposed to state legislature.
At the time, the RES was 10% by 2015
and had a solar carve-out, mandating
that 4% of that 10% come from solar.
Of that 4%, half has to come from
customer-sited or distributed solar.
That provided the foundation for
the market to explode. It took about
a year and a half before the law was
interpreted, so it wasn’t until March
2006 that the first incentive program
was launched. Since then, the state
82
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dependence on policy.
It’s very difficult to
plan a business in an
uncertain, short-term
policy environment.
While everyone in
the industry shares
that concern, here
in Colorado we don’t
have a good long-term
outlook like California
does. The CSI [California Solar Initiative]
program is fantastic
because it has a longterm outlook. The
funding is secured;
you know exactly how
rebate levels will be
reduced based on
certain volumes. We
don’t have that certainty in Colorado.
The problem we
face is that Colorado
Blake Jones, CEO Namasté Solar A civil engineer by
is ahead of schedule
education and training, Blake worked for a subsidiary of
in complying with
Halliburton for 5 years before deciding to dedicate his life
its RES. Xcel Energy,
to the implementation of renewable energy technologies.
the main utility, is
planning on scaling
legislature has doubled the RES to 20%
back its incentive program. So while
by 2020, with the 4% solar carve-out
Colorado currently enjoys leadership
intact. Of course, the RES doesn’t apply
status in the PV market, we’re facing
to all utilities in the state. It mainly
a market cliff. We need to enact new
applies to the investor owned utilities,
policy to extend our market outlook
of which there are two that cover 60%
well beyond this year and to retain our
to 70% of the state population. About
leadership position.
18 MW were installed in Colorado in
2008, making it the third largest market DB: That’s a significant task. How has
Namasté Solar decided to allocate
for PV in the US.

resources in order to meet that challenge?

DB: What are the biggest challenges to
continued market growth in Colorado?

BJ: One of the biggest challenges
that we face in the solar industry is
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BJ: Great question. Some companies
put their head in the sand and hope
somebody else deals with the problem.
Other companies c o nt i n u e d o n pa g e 8 4
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step up to the plate and say, “Hey, I
want to be involved. I want to help
shape the market that feeds us.”
We’re a company in that latter
category. We’ve always had a full-time
person dedicated to policy issues. We’re
very actively involved in CoSEIA [Colorado Solar Energy Industries Association]. I was on its board for 3 years,
and now one of my fellow co-owners,
Eriks Brolis, is on the board. We think
that involvement is imperative. It’s not
just for the benefit of the market; it’s
also a benefit to the company. When
you’re involved, you have a better idea
of what’s going on in the policy landscape. Getting that real-time information helps you make more informed
decisions about planning, about risk
management and about what to do. For
a solar company to have no idea what’s
happening in the policy environment is
like flying blind.
From a short-term perspective,
dedicating somebody full-time to
policy costs money. But over the long
run, it has a positive benefit. When
you’re actively involved, you get to
meet movers and shakers in the industry. You have a great chance for people
to get to know you, the caliber of your
character and the great work you do.
Our involvement in policy may have
contributed to our being noticed by
the Obama administration, resulting
in our presence at the stimulus bill–
signing event.
DB: That was a proud moment for the
industry, and a lot of people, including myself, were deeply moved by your
speech. Thank you for representing the
industry so well.

BJ: It was a tremendous honor to represent all green industries. Of course,
it was fantastic that Obama chose a
solar company. He could have chosen
any company in the green industries,
but he chose a solar company, and we
took the responsibility very seriously.
It was an amazing moment for
the solar industry. It really energized
84

“There is a unique claim that we can make about
green jobs: that green jobs aren’t just good for those of us that have
them; green jobs are good for everyone. There are widespread benefits, such that with every green job we create, our nation takes one
step closer toward achieving energy independence, strengthening
national security, bolstering the economy, protecting the environment
and improving public health.”
—Blake Jones of Namasté Solar, introducing President Barack Obama
prior to the signing of the Recovery Act in Denver, CO.

Colorado, and it put pressure on the
state—in a good way—to do more for
renewable energy markets. The President also toured our installation at the
Denver Museum of Nature & Science.
DB: Namasté Solar is headquartered
in Boulder, but has a branch office in
Denver. Other business owners in the
PV industry must wrestle with when and
how to open a satellite office. How did
you make the decision to open a Denver
office? Do you have other offices?

BJ: No, we’re just in Boulder and Denver right now. When a PV integrator
should open a branch office is a tough
decision. We have a relatively easy
situation because Boulder and Denver
are very close to each other.
From the start, even though our
first brick and mortar location was
in Boulder, we were doing a lot of
business in Denver. We also have a
lot of people who live in Denver. We
want their commutes to be as short
as possible. We want the emissions
from their transportation to be as low
as possible. We want to improve their
quality of life by having a place that’s
near their home. We’ve had the Denver
office for two years now and it makes
good sense for us.
If people live in Denver but work
out of a Boulder office, they’re not able
to participate in the local community
as well as they might otherwise. We
take community participation very
seriously, which is why we love to have
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offices that are centrally located. It’s
tempting to get an office outside the
city in industrial areas where you have
cheaper warehouse and office space.
But we would rather pay more in order
to be centrally located.
This is a great example of how we
measure profit holistically. We think
paying more for rent actually contributes to a bigger bottom line. It’s easier
for customers to come see us; it’s easier
for us to commute by bicycle and by
bus. We’re happier because our commutes are shorter and because there
are better places to go to lunch. It’s just
easier to interact with the community.
DB: What about interaction between
offices? Were there technological and
procedural hurdles involved with starting
up a branch office?

BJ: Definitely. You need to work out a
lot of communication issues. It’s easy
to have a meeting when everybody’s
in the same office; it’s harder when you
have branch offices. There are phone
issues to resolve. There are IT issues.
You may need to change your accounting software to allow for multiple
warehouses, for example.
We’re lucky that we got to open a
branch office located so close to our
first office. It’s like an office with training wheels. We’re still able to have allcompany meetings; people only have
to drive 30 or 45 minutes, and they can
all carpool. We think that opening an
office in another c o nt i n u e d o n pa g e 8 6
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mercial projects, both
at the federal and state
levels. At other times you’ve
seen projects or even the
economy favor residential.
DB: Since Namasté Solar is a 100%
employee-owned business and you
Another part of it is logismake major decisions based on contics, planning. When you
sensus, I’m curious what health care
have a few big commercial
plan you arrived at as a group. Health
projects, there’s a spike in
insurance is a major expense for small
person-power requirements.
businesses, but it’s also an imporIf you’re doing only comtant benefit for employees. When 55
mercial projects, I think it
co-owners weigh the benefits and the
would be very, very difficult
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Blake
costs, what does the plan look like?
to mobilize and demobilize
Jones
and
the
co-owners
of
Namasté
Solar
were
people. You’d have to schedBJ: With any contractor business,
selected
to
participate
in
the
signing
ceremony
for
the
ule projects so they’re back
one of the biggest expenses is
historic
stimulus
act
on
February
17,
2009.
to back to back. If you have
compensation and that includes
residential projects, you can
health insurance. At Namasté, we get
salt-and-pepper them in
a choice between a health savings
between
big
commercial projects.
account and a preferred provider orgawe have 55 times the entrepreneurial
Right
now
I think we’re balanced,
nization. Everybody can find the right
energy. That resource has allowed us
approximately
half residential and
health insurance plan to meet their
to come up with some amazing soluhalf
commercial.
Back last October or
family’s needs.
tions to small-business challenges.
November,
commercial
projects were
In general, what you get with our
dead
in
the
water
because
they were
decentralized ownership structure—
DB: What percentage of Namasté Solar’s
installed
PV
capacity
is
commercial
versus
hardest
hit
by
the
capital
markets
we don’t really have some people with
residential? Have you identified one of
being frozen, whereas our residential
more control than others—is you get
these
particular
markets
as
your
dominant
projects were still going full steam
everybody thinking and acting like
growth
vehicle?
ahead. The state incentive program
owners. We all take ownership for the
policies, for the decisions, for the qual- BJ: We want the balanced approach. It has also favored one or the other from
time to time. So it’s hard to have a
ity of work that we do.
is interesting to see models out there
strategy that focuses on commercial
Small-business challenges can
of companies just focusing on comor residential when things are so
dynamic. You have to be adaptable
Small-business challenges can be exacerbated by
to changing market conditions and
policy environments.
really fast growth. We’ve had our share of growing
Co u r te sy na ma ste so l a r. c o m

state would be easier for us now,
but I can also see how that would be
significantly more challenging.

f

pains, but I think we’ve been able to tackle them
better because everybody at our company is thinking
and acting like an owner.

be exacerbated by really fast growth.
We’ve had our share of growing pains,
but I think we’ve been able to tackle
them better because everybody at our
company is thinking and acting like
an owner. We benefit from 55 unique
perspectives to find the optimal solution. Compared to a contractor that is
one sole proprietor and 54 employees,
86

mercial or just focusing on residential.
We really like focusing on both. We’re
not focusing on multi-megawatt,
utility scale solar installations. We’re
really focusing on DG or customersited solar.
Part of our reasoning for the balanced approach is diversification.
You’ve seen incentives favor com-
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DB: Looking at your Web site, I noticed
that co-founder Ray Tuomey has an
extensive marketing background. How
has that helped Namasté Solar grow and
succeed in a very competitive market?

BJ: Ray has a long background in our
community; he knows everyone. You
go out to lunch with Ray, chances are
there will be four or five people who
go, “Hey, Ray, how you doing?” You
can’t underestimate the value of someone like Ray who’s a good networker,
who’s been doing business in your
market and your c o nt i n u e d o n pa g e 8 9

Data Management, Performance Monitoring and Reporting Services for commercial scale power systems

MONITOR / REPORT & OPTIMIZE
your Power System Performance

How well is your
renewable energy
power system
working?

CEC listed for PMRS

YOUR COMPLETE COMMERCIAL MONITORING SOLUTION
Hardware and Software Instrumentation that will enable you to interface with your system remotely
• Our Sentalis line of high performance monitoring
systems offers stand alone, modular data
acquisition units that are easily expandable for
monitoring large photovoltaic installations
• Advanced datalogger manufactured by Campbell
Scientiﬁc - highly dependable even in harsh,
remote environments
• Remote diagnostics and automated e-mail alarms
• Automated data reporting
• Local data storage and battery backup
• Integrated sensor mounts and interconnect
cabling for quick and easy installations

Sentalis Graphical User Interface

True performance metrics calculations with adjustable
parameters, and graphical displays available online in
real time through our dedicated websites.

• Capable of monitoring multiple ﬂeets in
distributed locations
• As a Performance Data Provider, Draker will
help you satisfy all requirements for Performance
Based Incentives
www.drakerlabs.com
802.865.3866

For a dramatic range of industry applications,

think
inside
the box.
Made with Ultraguard ® – a new fiberglass
formulation for superior outdoor protection.

Whatever. Wherever.
You’re Covered.
Indoor or outdoors. Rain or shine. Hot
or cold. Whatever, wherever, Allied
Moulded NEMA Type 4X enclosures are
tough enough to withstand the most
challenging environments, with a nonconductive, corrosion- and chemicalresistant design that’s lightweight
and easily modified. From alternative
energy applications in solar and wind,
to car washes to water treatment to
automotive, whatever you’re looking for,
you owe it to yourself to take a closer
look at Allied Moulded enclosures.

RoHS
COMPLIANT

Visit us at the Solar Power International Show, Booth #348.

© 2009 Allied Moulded Products, Inc.

222 North Union Street • Bryan, Ohio 43506 • (419) 636-4217 • Fax (419) 636-2450 • http://www.alliedmoulded.com

RoHS
COMPLIANT

ALLM050 Industries_SolarPro_7.125x4.625.4C.01.indd 1
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Shhhhhh...

SolarEdge is bringing about a
quiet revolution that effectively
improves every link in the
Photovoltaic delivery chain
without disturbing it. We’ve
developed a holistic, distributed
system that enables a constraintfree production of more energy at
a lower cost per watt.
To find out what all the noise is
about, visit us at:

Solar Power International
2009, Anaheim California,
Booth 2438, October 27-29.
But come quietly…

www.solaredge.com
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community for a long period of time,
who really understands relationship
building.
Plus, Ray understood marketing and PR better than I did. Advice
given to someone starting a company
is to partner with people who have
complementary strengths and weaknesses. That was definitely the case
in our situation.
DB: Are there marketing and PR strategies that seem to work the best for you?
Does Namasté Solar dedicate a lot of
resources to marketing and PR?

BJ: We don’t. We do things a little bit
differently than most solar companies.
Our conventional advertising and
promotional budgets are really small.
We prefer to promote ourselves via our
co-owners. We love attending fairs and
festivals, for example, as most solar
companies do. But that’s not the only

place where we get to interact with the
community. We spend thousands of
hours doing educational outreach for
free each year. We actually have a fulltime position dedicated to community
and educational outreach.
We also have an innovative grant
program. We donate 1% of our revenues
in the form of solar systems to community nonprofits. Instead of giving them
$5,000 or $10,000 that will help them
this year, we’re giving them a solar system that will decrease their operating
budget by thousands of dollars every
year, for the next 30 years or more.
This does multiple things. Not only
does it increase awareness about solar;
not only does it free up important
resources for the nonprofits so they
can accomplish their missions; but it’s
also a way for the constituents, members or supporters of the nonprofit
to learn about our company. Many

companies have corporate responsibility programs or give charitable donations as a way of getting their name
out in a positive way. We’ve definitely
found in some ways our grant program
can double as a form of advertising
and promotion. Although that’s not the
primary intention, it ends up being one
of the fringe benefits. We would rather
give 1% of our revenue away in the
form of solar systems for community
nonprofits, with that advertising benefit on the side, than spend 1% straight
up on conventional advertising.
Rather than increasing our advertising budget, we emphasize quality
installations and customer satisfaction. Both activities can increase leads
and sales. But we prefer the better
quality, better customer service route.
We think referral leads are better than
advertising leads; the sales conversion
rates are better.

Build your business by joining forces with SMA.

Members can receive...

With unprecedented growth projected in the renewable energy
industry, competition is getting ﬁerce. Are you ready?

» Customized Marketing Materials
» Free Annual Training
» Online Solar Professional Listing
» SMA Sales Leads
» Priority Technical Service

Join the Sunny PRO Club and give your business the edge it
needs by teaming with the marketing power of SMA.
Your expertise, our resources: the perfect partnership. Join today.

Visit www.SunnyPROClub.com to apply.

For more information
call 888.476.2872
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Training
ARIZONA
PV Installer Training
SunWize Technologies
Nov 3 – Nov 4
Phoenix, AZ
sunwize.com
CAliforniA
Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Nov 2 – Nov 7
Fremont, CA
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Nov 16 – Nov 21
Fremont, CA
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Nov 30 – Dec 5
Fremont, CA
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
PV System Design for
Engineers & Designers
High Sun Engineering
Dec 7 – Dec 9
San Francisco, CA
$985
N-CE
sunengineer.com
Solar Thermal Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Dec 7 – Dec 11
Fremont, CA
$2,495
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Dec 14 – Dec 19
Fremont, CA
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV for Sales
Professionals
Boots on the Roof
Jan 11 – Jan 14
Fremont, CA
$2,395
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
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Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Jan 18 – Jan 23
Fremont, CA
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar Thermal Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Jan 25 – Jan 29
Fremont, CA
$2,495
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV Installer/Designer
Sales & Estimator I, II, III
Green Career Institute
classes weekly
Oakland and Ontario, CA
$299/$149
N
greencollarschool.com
COLORADO
Solar Thermal & Hot Water
Systems for Installers
Colorado Mountain College
Oct 3 – Oct 10
Rifle, CO
$300
N-EL
coloradomtn.edu
DELAWARE
The Business of Solar PV
IEC Chesapeake
Nov 18
Wilmington, DE
$125
N-EL
iec-chesapeake.com
FLORIDA
PV Installer Training
SunWize Technologies
Dec 8 – Dec 9
Tampa Bay, FL
sunwize.com
HAWAII
Grid-Tied PV Design
Solar Energy International
Nov 9 – Nov 13
Honolulu, HI
$895
ISPQ/N-TP:PV
solarenergy.org
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Continuing Education for the Pro

Advance PV: Design Criteria
& NEC Compliance
Solar Energy International
Nov 16 – Nov 20
Honolulu, HI
$995
ISPQ/N-TP:PV
solarenergy.org
MARYLAND
PV Systems & the NEC
with John Wiles
IEC Chesapeake
Nov 4
Elkridge, MD
$100
N-EL
iec-chesapeake.com
The Business of Solar PV
IEC Chesapeake
Nov 17
Elkridge, MD
$150
N-EL
iec-chesapeake.com
NORTH CAROLINA
Grid-Tied PV Design
Solar Energy International
Dec 7 – Dec 11
Raleigh, NC
$895
ISPQ/N-EL/N-TP:PV
solarenergy.org
New Jersey

Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Dec 1 – Dec 12
Newark, NJ
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Jan 25 – Jan 30
Newark, NJ
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
PENNSYLVANIA
PV Systems & the NEC
with John Wiles
IEC Chesapeake
Nov 5
Newtown, PA
$100
N-EL
iec-chesapeake.com
TEXAS
PV System Design &
Installation
ImagineSolar
Nov 9 – Nov 13
Austin, TX
$1,295
ISPQ/N/N-EL
imaginesolar.com

Solar PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Nov 9 – Nov 14
Newark, NJ
$3,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com

PV System Design &
Installation
ImagineSolar
Dec 7 – Dec 11
Austin, TX
$1,295
ISPQ/N/N-EL
imaginesolar.com

Solar PV for Sales
Professionals
Boots on the Roof
Nov 16 – Nov 19
Newark, NJ
$2,395
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com

PV System Design &
Installation
ImagineSolar
Jan 18 – Jan 22
Austin, TX
$1,295
ISPQ/N/N-EL
imaginesolar.com

ONLINE
PV Design ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Nov 2 – Dec 13
ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Advanced PV ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Nov 2 – Dec 13
ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Webinar: RE Micro Grid
SEPA (Satcon, SunPower, FL
Solar Center)
Nov 12
ONLINE
free to members or $125
regonline.com/sepawebinars
Webinar: Satcon’s Solstice
Satcon
Nov 17
ONLINE
free
satcon.com
PV Installer
Step Up Education
Anytime
ONLINE
$1,795
solarclassesonline.com
RE Career Training
Allied Schools
Anytime
ONLINE
$188 – $688 per course
N-EL/N-TP:PV
training4green.com

Post professional
trainings online at:
solarprofessional.com/training

Training accreditation key
ISPQ
N-EL
N-TP:PV
N-TP:ST
N-CE
N

Institute of Sustainable Power Quality program or provider
NABCEP PV Entry Level Certificate of Knowledge approved provider
NABCEP Board recognized training provider for PV installer exam qualification
NABCEP Board recognized training provider for solar thermal installer exam qualification
NABCEP continuing education credit provider
Instructor holds NABCEP installer certification
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DEHN Inc. • 106 SW Peacock Blvd. #207
Port St. Lucie, FL 34986 USA
Tel: +1 (772) 340-7006 • Fax: +1 (772) 343-0703
e-mail: info@dehn-usa.com • www.dehn-usa.com

Introducing...

PVSelect.com
Your One-Stop Design Tool for
Pairing and Comparing Modules and
Inverters... Fast, Simple & FREE!
j Streamlined module and inverter selection on one Web site
j Over sixty inverters from nine manufacturers
j Over two hundred PV modules from twenty manufacturers

The Lyon
Smart
Energy
Loan
For the Solar and Wind Industry
100% FINANCING
$1,000 to $45,000
Unsecured
Same as Cash
No payment – No interest
Up to 18 months
Proven to increase sales!
All 50 States
New commercial leasing program
Now available to $75,000
Call today for details

Over 30 years in home improvement ﬁnancing
Visit pvselect.com today, a free solar design resource provided by

800-262-1655

Ask for Jesse or Dave
www.sameascashloans.com
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Projects

System Profiles

COMMERCIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

Pearl Brewery, Full Goods Building
Overview
DESIGNER: Tommy Jacoby, VP

of design, Meridian Solar,
meridiansolar.com
PROJECT MANAGER: Jason
Comstock, Meridian Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED: March 2009
INSTALLATION TIMEFRAME: 10 weeks
C ou r te sy m e r idia n sola r.c om (4)

LOCATION: San Antonio, TX, 29.5°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.4 kWh/m2/day
RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH TEMPERATURE: 0°F / 95°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 200.6 kW
AVERAGE ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

267 MWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES, FLAT ROOF: 608 SCHOTT

Solar ASE 300 DGF/50, 300 W STC,
+4%/−4%, 5.9 Imp, 50.6 Vmp, 6.5 Isc,
63.2 Voc
MODULES, AWNINGS: 96 Sanyo HIP190DA3, 190 W STC, +10%/-0%, 3.44
Imp, 55.3 Vmp, 3.7 Isc, 68.1 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase, 208 Vac ser-

vice, four SMA ST42 (SunnyTower),
42 kW each, six SB7000US per tower,
600 Vdc maximum input, 250–480
Vdc MPPT range; one additional SMA
SB6000US, 6 kW, 600 Vdc maximum
input, 250-480 Vdc MPPT range
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I

n April 2001, when the Pearl Brewery in
San Antonio, Texas, shuttered its doors
after 118 years of operation, many considered the buildings on the 22-acre site
a prime target for demolition. Instead,
the historic landmark was saved thanks
to the vision of investor Silver Ventures
and the site’s proximity to a planned
1.3-mile extension of the famous San
Antonio River Walk. Providing a terminus for tourist barges, the renovated
Pearl Brewery complex anchors the
sustainably built urban revitalization
project known as Rio Perla. At the heart
of the project is the Full Goods Building,
a former beer distribution warehouse
redeveloped as mixed-use office, retail,
restaurant and residential space. Renovated to LEED standards, the Full Goods
Building is home to a 200 kW gridconnected PV array, the largest privately
owned PV system in Texas.
Designed by Meridian Solar, the
bulk of the PV generating capacity—
182 kW—is installed on a new TPO
membrane roof using SCHOTT Solar ASE
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300 W modules and the manufacturer’s
proprietary SunRoof FS mounting system. TPO-compatible slipsheet material
is installed under each array base plate.
The locations and types of rooftop equipment and skylights changed over time or
were not built as specified. This necessitated multiple engineering reviews to
ensure that ballast and setback requirements were met and the manufacturer’s
warranty remained intact.
An additional 18 kW of PV are
installed as shade canopies at the building’s main and service entrances. Meridian Solar worked closely with architect
Lake|Flato to custom design canopies
using standard metal I-beams or trusses,
ProSolar SolarWedge hardware and Sanyo
bifacial 190 W HIT Double modules. A
UL-listed polypropylene film separates
the aluminum mounting baseplate from
the building’s structural steel to prevent
galvanic corrosion associated with the
contact of dissimilar metals.
Due to space constraints, the inverters are located on the roof, installed on a

Equipment Specifications
co n ti n u ed

ARRAY, FLAT ROOF: Twenty 28

module subarrays with seven
modules per string (2,100 W, 5.9
Imp, 354.2 Vmp, 6.5 Isc, 442.4 Voc)
and four circuits per inverter (8,400
W, 23.6 Imp, 354.2 Vmp, 26.0 Isc,
442.4 Voc); two 24 module subarrays with eight modules per string
(2,400 W, 5.9 Imp, 404.8 Vmp, 6.5
Isc, 505.6 Voc) and three circuits
per inverter (7,200 W, 17.7 Imp,
404.8 Vmp, 19.5 Isc, 505.6 Voc)

custom elevated steel platform. SMA
SunnyTowers simplify transportation
to the roof but were primarily specified
to facilitate the use of multiple module
technologies. Within the SMA ST42, each
inverter operates independently; this allows
the Sanyo and SCHOTT modules to be
wired to separate inverters on the same
tower. CPS Energy, the municipal utility,
required that Meridian Solar tighten the
voltage trip points on each inverter, which
was unexpected since smaller PV systems
in its service territory interconnect using
unmodified inverters.
CPS Energy provided partial funding
for the PV system at the Full Goods Building
and intends to study system performance.
Therefore, the data acquisition solution
provided by Draker Laboratories includes

weather sensors and performance analytics. In addition, the high profile installation
facilitates public outreach and education by
means of an interactive kiosk with a largescreen display located in the Full Goods
Building lobby. Information about the PV
system at the Pearl Brewery, including an
installation video, is available online at
pearl.kiosk-view.com.
“When the utility told us to tighten voltage
settings in the inverters, we complied—though
we advised otherwise. After they saw the
inverters nuisance tripping due to their own
grid signature, they gave us permission to
restore the factory settings. This not only
proved our expertise, but also our commitment
to customer service.”

—Andrew McCalla, CEO,
Meridian Solar

ARRAY, AWNINGS: One 36 module
subarray with six modules per
string (1,140 W, 3.44 Imp, 331.8
Vmp, 3.7 Isc, 408.6 Voc) and six
circuits per inverter (6,840 W, 20.6
Imp, 331.8 Vmp, 22.2 Isc, 408.6
Voc); two 30 module subarrays
with six modules per string and
five circuits per inverter (5,700 W,
17.2 Imp, 331.8 Vmp, 18.5 Isc,
408.6 Voc)
ARRAY COMBINER: Inverter
integrated with 15 A fuses
ARRAY INSTALLATION, FLAT
ROOF: SCHOTT Solar’s self-

ballasted SunRoof FS mounting
system on TPO membrane, 190°
azimuth, 5° tilt
ARRAY INSTALLATION, AWNINGS:

Professional Solar Products
(ProSolar) SolarWedge hardware
structurally attached to metal
I-beams at main building entrance
(10° tilt) and metal trusses at
service entrance (15° tilt),
190° azimuth
SYSTEM MONITORING: Draker

Laboratories Sentalis 1000PV
monitoring package with public
kiosk; utility installed revenuegrade PV meter
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OCTOBER 27-29

ANAHEIM
CALIFORNIA

NORTH AMERICA’S

LARgEST
B2B SOLAR

EvENT

“The Solar Power International conference and expo is by far the biggest and best
in the United States. And the prospects for solar energy have never been brighter.”
— CAlIfornIA Governor Arnold SChwArzeneGGer

650+ exhibitors featuring the latest in
photovoltaics, solar heating and cooling
and concentrating solar technologies
65+ education sessions featuring
200+ speakers focused on technology,
markets, policy and finance
25,000+ solar industry experts from
90+ countries gather to network
and drive the future of solar energy

Register now at SolarPowerInternational.com!
PRESENTED BY:
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Satcon Technology Corporation
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SCHOTT Solar

Get THE Distinguished Mark for
Renewable Energy Professionals
Since 2003, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
(NABCEP) has been awarding professional credentials to renewable
energy installers. NABCEP’s
rigorous competency standards
for certification send a clear
message to consumers, installers, investors, and public officials that the industry stresses high quality,
safe and ethical business practices, and strong workmanship standards.

IBC

IFC
31

Find out how to become a
CERTIFIED INSTALLER –
visit our brand new website:

www.nabcep.org
NABCEP Solar PV or
Solar Thermal Certification

800-654-0021
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Projects
RESIDENTIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

Habitat for Heroes
Overview
C ou r te sy Robe r t Rook s P h oto g r a phy ( RRpho to . ne t)

DESIGNERS: Patra Ngaotheppitak,
solar design engineer, and David
Baker, mechanical engineering
manager for research and development, Akeena Solar, akeena.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Tom Spangler, field
superintendent, Community Action
Partnership of Orange County,
capoc.org
DATE COMMISSIONED: August 2009
INSTALLATION TIMEFRAME: Four

homes per day
LOCATION: San Juan Capistrano, CA,

33.5°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.7 kWh/m2/day
TEMPERATURE: 21°F / 79°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 1.4 kW
AVERAGE ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

2,075 kWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: Eight Andalay ST175-1,

175 W STC, +3%/−3%, 4.95 Imp,
35.2 Vmp, 5.2 Isc, 44.2 Voc
INVERTERS: Eight Enphase

M190-72-240-S12, 190 W, 54 Vdc
maximum input, 22–40 Vdc MPPT
range, single-phase, 240 Vac output
ARRAY: Eight inverters per branch

circuit
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Roof mount
on flat tile roof, Andalay flat tile
mounts, 213° azimuth, 22° tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: Enphase

Enlighten online monitoring, revenuegrade kWh meter

Do you have a recent PV
or thermal project we should
consider for publication in
SolarPro?
Visit: solarprofessional.com/
projects
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H

abitat for Heroes is a 27-unit housing
development for low income families
and veterans being built by Habitat for
Humanity of Orange County, California.
Each of the homes has a 1.4 kW grid-tied
PV system aimed at reducing the homeowner’s electricity bills by up to 70%. A
public/private partnership—consisting of
Akeena Solar, Morgan Stanley Solar Solutions and the Community Action Partnership of Orange County (CAPOC) funded
through the state of California—was
formed to provide the PV systems.
Workers with no previous solar
experience are involved in the project,
including CAPOC weatherization field
crews, the Orange County Conservation
Youth Corps and Habitat for
Humanity volunteers, so ease
of installation and simplicity
of design are a must. Akeena
Solar’s Andalay AC panel system
is an ideal solution.
Each Andalay AC solar panel
has an integrated Enphase microinverter. The ac output of groups
of eight panels forms a dedicated
branch circuit. A flashed, roof
mount SolaDeck junction box—a
part in RSTC Enterprises’ Commdeck product line (rstcenterprises.com)—is used to transition
conductors off the roof. The ac
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wiring is run through interior walls, like
any other branch circuit, and interconnects via a 15 A circuit breaker.
Time on the roof is minimized due
to Andalay’s frame-integrated mounting system. No additional racking is
required. Flashed standoffs ensure that
the tile roof remains watertight.

“We created four working groups using
25 crew members from three different
companies—all of whom were new to
solar—and installed four systems in one
day. Participants were able to build off their
trade experience and quickly learned how
to install these panels.”

—Tom Spangler, CAPOC field
superintendent

Co u r t e s y a ke e na . co m

RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH

LOOKING FOR A
DISTRIBUTOR THAT WON’T
COMPETE WITH YOU?
Solar Depot is exclusively focused on serving its dealer network and providing them
with all the products and services they need to be successful.
Our business is to support our customers, not compete with them.

GET THE SOLAR DEPOT ADVANTAGE
Pre-engineered Packaged Systems Superior Technical SupportRebate Filing Assistance
Jobsite DeliveryProduct Shipment NationwideMarketing & Advertising Support

SOLAR PV / SOLAR WATER HEATING / SOLAR POOL / RADIANT FLOOR HEATING
SOLAR DEPOT BRANCHES:
Northern CA:
Petaluma, CA
1-800-822-4041

Central CA:
Sacramento, CA
1-800-321-0101

Southern CA:
Corona, CA
1-800-680-7922

Your One-Stop Shop for All of Your Solar Needs
Y
BOOTH #521

Wholesale Distributor / System Integrator Since 1979

www.solardepot.com

NEW! Florida:
St. Augustine, FL
1-904-827-9733

SOLAR DEPOT

Welcome to the land of opportunity
With more US-based PV production than anyone, SolarWorld is powering the
American dream for independent solar contractors throughout the nation.
Choosing the SolarWorld Sunmodule® not only ensures superior reliability and
performance, it also secures manufacturing jobs for Americans because
Sunmodules are made in the USA from raw materials to finish product. Call us at
1-866-226-5958 for a SolarWorld distributor in your area.
service@solarworld-usa.com
SolarWorld. And EveryDay is a SunDay.

www.solarworld-usa.com

